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Abstract
Following Argentina’s seizure of the Falkland Islands and South Georgia on 2 and 3
April 1982, the United Kingdom’s military response to reclaim these overseas territories was the
launching of a large maritime expeditionary operation extending over 8,000 miles into the harsh
South Atlantic. As part of this challenging military undertaking, an extensive naval Task Force
was assembled and despatched to the theatre of operations. Since the greatest threat to the Task
Force would come from the numerically superior Argentine aircraft based on the South
American mainland, air power would play a critical role in the successful prosecution of
Operation Corporate. However, geography precluded the continuous and effective involvement
by land-based aircraft of the Royal Air Force in the South Atlantic. Therefore, the task of
providing the U.K.’s maritime expeditionary operation with the requisite air power fell to a small
number of carrier-based fixed-wing aircraft. In total, 28 Sea Harriers of the RN’s Fleet Air Arm
and ten Harrier GR.3s of the RAF carried aboard two small, non-fleet aircraft carriers were
called upon to support Operation Corporate. By 14 June 1982, Argentine forces on the Falklands
surrendered to the U.K., thus bringing to a close a unique military campaign at the bottom of the
world. This thesis argues that, despite its inability to achieve permanent air supremacy or
superiority, RN and RAF sea-based air power during the 1982 Falklands War was nevertheless a
crucial contributing factor in the victory over Argentina due to its effective support of the U.K.'s
maritime expeditionary operation.
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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Thesis Topic and Context
[W]e were going to war at the end of a 7 ½ thousand mile long logistic pipeline, outside the NATO area,
with virtually none of the shore-based air we normally count on, against an enemy of which we knew little,
in a part of the world for which we had no concept of operations.1

Former Land Forces Commander General Sir Jeremy Moore, in a post-war address to the
Royal United Services Institute (RUSI), highlighted several of the obstacles the United Kingdom
faced militarily in the aftermath of the Argentine seizure of the Falkland Islands and South
Georgia on 2 and 3 April 1982. Despite these numerous hurdles, a naval Task Force was
promptly assembled and despatched to the South Atlantic to undertake a maritime expeditionary
operation that would aim to see the liberation of both the U.K.’s island territories. Operation
Corporate, as it was titled, would be the largest military undertaking for the British people since
the 1956 Suez Crisis. Among the most crucial elements of this naval Task Force was its fixedwing sea-based air power brought aboard two non-fleet aircraft carriers, HMS Hermes and HMS
Invincible. The RN’s naval aviation had been in steady decline since the 1950s, but it was
nevertheless called upon to support Operation Corporate from the air.

This limited naval

aviation capability, comprised of a small number of Fleet Air Arm (FAA) Sea Harrier FRS.1s
and Royal Air Force (RAF) Harrier GR.3s, had the ability to make or break the British effort to
retake the islands. They were up against a numerically superior foe that, at least on paper,
enjoyed a significant geographical advantage for the coming engagement. However, by 14 June
1982, Argentine forces surrendered on the Falkland Islands bringing an end to the 75-day
conflict in the southern reaches of the Atlantic Ocean. This result would not have been possible
without the crucial assistance provided by the Task Force’s sea-based air power.

1

Major General Sir Jeremy Moore KCB OBE MC, Rear Admiral Sir John Woodward KCB, and Admiral Sir James
Eberle GCB, "The Falklands Experience," The RUSI Journal 128, no. 1 (1983): 25.
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The story of the air campaign that took place within Operation Corporate was not one of
the U.K. totally dominating Argentina in the skies over the Falklands, with the outcome never in
doubt. On the contrary, both sides had to contend with severe limitations that could easily result
in defeat. Instead, the air war was a “close run thing” and victory was never certain for the U.K.
Several authors who wrote specifically on the South Atlantic Campaign’s air war reinforced this
fact. Hobson and Noble stated that “British air power alone was not going to win the conflict,
but it would certainly lose it.”2 Sir Lawrence Freedman, in his assessment of the Falklands air
campaign, argued that “[a]irpower was important, but neither side had sufficient aerial forces to
make it decisive.”3 If air power was not decisive for either combatant, then this raises an
important question of why, then, was British sea-based air power able to effectively support the
prosecution of Operation Corporate in the South Atlantic? I will be arguing that, despite its
inability to achieve permanent air supremacy or superiority, RN and RAF sea-based air power
during the 1982 Falklands War was nevertheless a crucial contributing factor in the victory over
Argentina due to its effective support of the United Kingdom’s maritime expeditionary operation.
By assessing and determining why the RN’s limited naval aviation capability was able to so
effectively support the prosecution of Operation Corporate, I intend to demonstrate that this
conflict still serves as a valuable case study for showcasing the importance of having organic
naval air power as a major component of any maritime expeditionary operation. In the end, this
thesis will be able to contribute academically towards the continued understanding of not just the
Falklands War, but of other conflicts involving naval aviation operating as part of a larger
maritime expeditionary mechanism.

2
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1.2 Historiography
In the aftermath of the 1982 Falklands War, the United Kingdom’s victory in the South
Atlantic spawned the publication of dozens of books, scholarly articles, and military reports on
the subject. Such a large-scale maritime expeditionary operation had not occurred since the
Korean War and the 1956 Suez Crisis, so it was of no surprise that academics and military
personnel alike were eager to analyze the conflict for its applicable lessons.

This thesis,

however, will endeavour to contribute to the existing literature by exploring why British seabased air power was able to so effectively support Operation Corporate instead of relying upon
merely descriptive methods. Two areas of the aerial campaign failed to achieve any degree of
unanimity in the writings of historians or military personnel. The first has to do with the level of
aerial dominance established by the Task Force’s Sea Harriers over the Falklands for the
duration of the conflict. Within this debate, two camps exist: the first one argues that air
superiority, and even air supremacy, were both realized by the handful of Sea Harriers. The
other camp, by contrast, found the British were incapable of achieving any degree of sustained
air supremacy or superiority during the conflict. Instead, it was argued that British aerial
dominance was relegated to temporary and localized air superiority. The second area of debate
has to do with clandestine air and land operations on the South American mainland. A lack of
declassified archival materials, coupled with the secretive nature of these supposed operations,
has resulted in discussions of this intriguing aspect of the Falklands War to rely wholly upon
speculative reasoning.
Although Operation Corporate’s sea-based air campaign received substantial literary and
scholarly attention following its conclusion in 1982, this thesis will contribute to the literature on
the subject by seeking to determine why the Task Force’s sea-based air power was able to
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effectively support the U.K.’s maritime expeditionary operation in the South Atlantic. Although
there are several secondary sources dedicated strictly to the air campaign, such as Burden et al.’s
Falklands: The Air War, Ethell and Price’s Air War South Atlantic, and Hobson and Noble’s
Falklands Air War, their analysis of the role of the Sea Harriers and Harriers in the overall
victory takes a more general approach to the conflict. Though heavily detailed and containing
important facts for both sides of the air campaign, in this author’s view, they do not delve into
the heart of the British effort. Although there is mention of certain factors that allowed these
aircraft perform as they did in their respective tasks, such as the serviceability of airframes or the
advanced “Sidewinder” missile, why they allowed these aircraft to better pursue their objectives
in support of the overall campaign is not explored in great detail. Therefore, instead of providing
merely a descriptive account of how British naval aviation contributed to the U.K.’s success in
the Falklands War, this thesis provides a detailed analysis of why this was the case as a means of
better situating sea-based air power within the Task Force’s overall maritime expeditionary
operation. Naval air power did not contribute to the operation from within a vacuum, so it is
imperative that this important aspect of the conflict be examined as a means of better
understanding why instead of what and how this impressive victory for the U.K.’s naval aviation
came to fruition.
With all of the attention focused upon the Falklands air campaign during the post-war
period, it would be expected that the extent of the Task Force’s aerial dominance during
Operation Corporate would be more or less agreed upon by academic and military authors alike.
However, conclusions from numerous authors end up on opposite sides of the debate. On one
side, several authors support the belief that Sea Harriers were able to gain air supremacy or
superiority during the South Atlantic Campaign. Derek Oakley asserts “air superiority was

5
achieved over the Falklands within a week of the landings” by “controlling the air space above
the combat zone except for an occasional hit and run raid.”4 801 Naval Air Squadron (NAS)
Squadron Commander Nigel “Sharkey” Ward was confident that, by early June, “Sea Harriers of
the Task Force enjoyed command of the skies over the islands” and “in spite of the air
supremacy established by the Task Force fighters, it was still not possible for us to achieve
airspace denial for twenty-four hours a day.”5 Steve Jermy declared, “Sea Harriers of the Task
Force, supported by surface escorts, fought the Argentine air force to a standstill, and thus
critically achieved air superiority.”6 Burden et al. stated “absolute control was never achieved
and raids still penetrated the defence screen, although numbers decreased as time passed,” but
Sea Harriers did establish “effective air superiority.”7 Although some of these authors fail to
provide details on why, and when, British sea-based air power was able to gain air supremacy or
superiority, this group still represents a substantial portion of the literature written on the air
campaign and deserves thoughtful consideration.
Many other authors writing on the Falklands War paint a very different picture of the
level of control Sea Harriers were able to exert in the skies over the South Atlantic. This was in
contrast to the other camp that believed in the unquestioned British aerial dominance over
Argentina. It was argued that, in fact, several limitations resulted in the Sea Harriers being able
to only attain a form of temporary and localized air superiority. For this conclusion, there is no
shortage of support. Edward B. Zellem argued that the Task Force’s sea-based air power “never
gained true air supremacy, or even air superiority.”8 This was reinforced by Hobson and Noble
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when they stated that, “[a]lthough air superiority may not have been possible on a continuous
basis, local air superiority was achieved at critical times.”9 Willard A. Buhl, in his Master’s
thesis on sea-based air power in the Falklands, also argued that since there was “no possibility of
air supremacy or even sustained air superiority,” the British were able to “achieve local air
superiority for short periods” and “maintain air parity.”10 Jeffry L. Huber saw Britain, along with
Argentina, as having failed to “establish early, decisive control of the air” during the conflict.11
John E. Marr found “[a]ir supremacy, i.e., total freedom of the skies, was out of the question,”
for the British, but “they were generally able to maintain local air superiority for at least a limited
time.”12 Paul A. Olsen stated “the British did not have control of the air,” but did retain “limited
air superiority.”13 The fact that these authors are more uniform in their conclusions regarding
what the Sea Harriers were able to accomplish in the skies over the Falklands adds a fair measure
of credibility to this side of the argument.
The second area of debate within scholarly community, regarding the Falklands War and
Operation Corporate’s air campaign, rests with the possibility of covert operations on the South
American mainland in support of the air campaign. Despite over 30 years having passed since
the end of the conflict, these supposed clandestine missions have not been confirmed with any
degree of certainty. Although there was a plan to use Special Forces to attack an airbase on the
Argentine mainland, it was never executed.14 However, the discovery of the wreckage of a Royal
Navy Sea King just inside the Chilean border with Argentina on 18 May added further mystery
9

Hobson and Noble, Falklands Air War, 153.
Wilard A. Buhl, “Sea-Based Airpower – The Decisive Factor in Expeditionary Operations? (Norway, 1940;
Falkland Islands, 1982,” (Master’s diss., Command and Staff College, 2002), 43, 47-48.
11
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to possible operations on the Argentine mainland.15 Opinions vary about these supposed Special
Forces actions on mainland Argentina. Martin Middlebrook offered some possible reasons
including the insertion of a Special Air Service (SAS) observation team, electronic monitoring
equipment, or a bluff.16 Simeon L. Ward viewed the Sea King incident as part of a carefully
executed deception campaign aimed at forcing the Argentines to focus their attention on their
own shores and divert valuable resources from the Falklands.17 Hobson and Noble surmise that
the mysterious flight was intended to land “a reconnaissance party near Rio Grande prior to the
main force [Operation Mikado] arriving.”18 The participation of RAF Canberra aircraft of No. 39
Squadron in operations from neighbouring Chile is also a contentious issue in the history of the
Falklands War. Author Christopher Chant is certain of this squadron’s involvement in the South
Atlantic.19 However, during an afternoon discussion period at the Royal Air Force Historical
Society, Air Chief Marshal Sir Peter Squire was asked about the participation of Canberra PR9s
in the South Atlantic, and he said, to the best of his knowledge, this did not occur.20 Despite this
belief, a footnote for this response confirmed that No. 39 Squadron was listed on the RAF
website’s order of battle (ORBAT) for the Falklands War.21
It is clear that, even though the Falklands War was short and heavily analysed by postwar historians and military personnel, there is still room for continued analysis. By delving
deeper into the why of the British victory, as opposed to a simple reliance on pure description, a
clearer overall understanding of why Operation Corporate benefitted from sea-based air power is

15
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17
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possible. In terms of the debate going within the field of Falklands War literature, there are
lingering and unresolved aspects of the event that continue to divide the community. There is no
clear consensus among historians and other authors on the Falklands War regarding the level of
aerial dominance gained by the Task Force’s Sea Harriers. There is a clear division between
those who argued that the British achieved air supremacy or superiority and those who saw the
Fleet Air Arm’s limited naval aviation capability as preventing anything more than temporary
and localized air superiority from being achieved. For the purpose of this thesis, the question of
air superiority during the conflict will be dealt with in a subsequent section.22 Supposed covert
operations on the South American mainland by British reconnaissance aircraft and Special
Forces, though not divisive, have led to speculation on their specific purpose. Since archival
materials on these covert actions continue to remain classified, this development only adds to the
multiplicity of theories and suggestions around what actually transpired. This lesser known
aspect of the air war in the South Atlantic will also be addressed in a subsequent section.23
1.3 Methodology
When reviewing the role of air power in the 1982 Falklands War, it is clear that both
Argentina and the United Kingdom relied heavily on their air branches to support their respective
campaigns in the South Atlantic.

However, this thesis will not consist of a comparative

assessment of the air campaigns prosecuted by both combatants. Rather, the focus will remain
firmly fixed on the U.K.’s sea-based air power within the context of Operation Corporate. The
purpose of this thesis, as its title suggests, is to determine why the sea-based air power of the
Royal Navy and Royal Air Force, during the 1982 Falklands War, was able to effectively support
a maritime expeditionary operation in the South Atlantic without achieving air supremacy or
22
23

For the author’s assessment on air superiority in the Falklands War, see pages 41-47.
For information on covert operations on the South American mainland, see pages 96-105.
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superiority. The decision to focus solely on the British side of the conflict is an obvious
limitation and stems from the author’s lack of understanding of the Spanish language as well as
the quality and availability of Argentine sources on their air war, thus preventing a suitable
analysis of the Argentine point of view. Martin Middlebrook, a British military historian who
chronicled both the British and Argentine perspectives with respect to the Falklands War,
commented on the quality of the literature on the Argentine side of the conflict in his book The
Argentine Fight for the Falklands:
A combination of national pride, unwillingness to accept the scale of the 1982 defeat and perhaps an
unfamiliarity in examining recent military history – of which British writers have had far too much
opportunity – seems to have prevented most of the Argentine writers from searching for the truth, however
embarrassing that truth may turn out to be.24

Rene De La Pedraja, in his assessment of the Argentine air effort during the Falklands War in
Why Air Forces Fail: The Anatomy of Defeat, commented on issues relating to the availability of
primary sources on the Fuerza Aérea Argentina, or FAA, when he said for students and
academics that,
no unpublished archival materials are available. Of the three armed services, the air force has been the
most reluctant to grant scholars direct access to its personnel. It has partially compensated this reticence by
allowing the publication of narratives and interviews, but without the filter of an independent researcher.25

	
  
Even with the 30th anniversary of the Falklands War having come on gone, the FAA still opts to
shield itself from the truth of its military performance in the South Atlantic.
With the expiration of the thirty-year rule on archival materials relating to the Falklands
Campaign in the United Kingdom at the end of 2012, the author was fortunate enough to have an
opportunity to undertake a seven-day research trip to The National Archives (TNA) in London
during November 2013.

24

It was hoped that these recently declassified archival materials

Middlebook, Argentine Fight for the Falklands, iii.
Rene De La Pedraja, “The Argentine Air Force versus Britain in the Falkland Islands,” in Why Air Forces Fail:
The Anatomy of Defeat, eds. Robin Higham and Stephen J. Harris (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky
Press, 2006), 256.
25
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pertaining to Operation Corporate would offer new insight into the Task Force’s air campaign in
1982 that had previously been unavailable to academics. Although the author’s research trip
yielded valuable information from the roughly 42 individual records researched, several
limitations arose. First, the author was under the impression that the individual squadron records
of the participating Sea Harrier squadrons would be accessible at The National Archives. These
squadron records would have contained detailed information on aircraft serviceability, after
action reports, and other aspects of the squadron’s day-to-day operations. However, prior to the
author’s research trip, these records had been moved to the Fleet Air Arm Museum in Yeovilton.
Because of time constraints, it was impossible to make the journey to Yeovilton for a thorough
analysis of these items. For the RAF’s Harrier contribution to the campaign, the Operations
Record Book of No. 1 (Fighter) Squadron RAF was available for review. Even though the
Operations Record Book provided a monthly summary of the squadron’s activities and not its
day-to-day operations, relevant information was still identified.
The role of Augusto Pinochet’s Chile and the Task Force’s air campaign in the South
Atlantic occupies a substantial part of the author’s thesis. It was anticipated that documents
relating to this lesser known aspect of the conflict would also finally be available for academic
scrutiny.

One of the most sought after records were that of No. 39 Squadron RAF, a

photographic reconnaissance unit consisting of modified English Electric Canberras. It was
believed that this squadron operated covertly from Chilean airbases in the south of the country as
a means of providing aerial intelligence to the Task Force. Access to this squadron’s records
would have disproved or proved these alleged covert operations, but the Ministry of Defence
(MoD) was holding the entire file at the time of the author’s visit. Archival materials relating to
the possible employment of British Special Forces outside of mainland Argentine airbases as a
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means of providing the Task Force a rudimentary form of early warning were also sought after
by the author. However, many records detailing intelligence and Special Forces throughout the
campaign were exempted from the thirty-year rule and classified for another ten years. The
likely reason for the continued withholding of the records of No. 39 Squadron and Special Forces
operations has to do with the ongoing tensions in the South Atlantic between the United
Kingdom and Argentina over the sovereignty of the Falkland Islands. Another possible reason
might reside with the wishes of Chile and its unwillingness to highlight the covert assistance it
provided to the British during the Falklands War.
Bridging the gap between primary and secondary sources were numerous post-war
accounts written by pilots and other participants in the Falklands War. These unique sources
were heavily drawn upon during the writing of this thesis. In order to provide a view from
“inside the cockpit,” three accounts written by British pilots were particularly relevant. Sea
Harrier Over the Falklands: A Maverick at War, written by 801 NAS Squadron Commander
Nigel “Sharkey” Ward and Hostile Skies: The Battle for the Falklands, written by David Morgan
of 899 NAS, were two accounts that detailed the Sea Harrier’s performance in the South
Atlantic. Both books offered an insightful look into the complex demands faced by Sea Harrier
pilots, their aircraft, and ground crews throughout the campaign. Ward’s experience in particular
begins well before the outbreak of hostilities in the South Atlantic and details the pre-war
exploits of the Sea Harrier and how it demonstrated its superb capabilities in peacetime.
Detailing the RAF Harrier’s participation in the conflict was 1(F) Squadron Leader Jerry Pook’s
book titled RAF Harrier Ground Attack – Falklands. Pook afforded a unique look into the trials
and tribulations of RAF Harrier operations from an aircraft carrier while under the control of the
RN. Rear Admiral Sandy Woodward also took to the pen and wrote an interesting account of the
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Falklands War titled One Hundred Days: The Memoirs of the Falklands Battle Group
Commander. Despite being a submariner by trade, his distinct view of the air campaign is a
valuable one since he had the Task Force’s sea-based air power at his disposal from April to June
of 1982.

Although such notable participants wrote these post-war accounts, they are

nevertheless subject to certain limitations, including the degradation of memory and the possible
negative influence of other post-war materials on the author’s memory. Short of being an actual
participant, however, these accounts do provide useful insights into the tactical, operational, and
strategic conduct of the war.
The majority of the sources drawn upon for this thesis are secondary in nature.
Secondary texts such as Jeffry Ethell and Alfred Price’s Air War South Atlantic and Burden et
al.’s Falklands: The Air War, despite being written relatively soon after the war’s conclusion,
have stood the test of time remarkably well.

Both books focus exclusively on Operation

Corporate’s air campaign and were excellent sources for facts and figures. Besides being
detailed accounts of the air campaign for each of the combatants, Ethell and Price included
interviews with participants from each side and this distinguishes their text. Burden et al.
undertook a more detailed approach and broke down the participation of individual squadrons
and aircraft throughout the conflict. More recently, Sir Lawrence Freedman’s The Official
History of the Falklands Campaign, Volume 2: War and Diplomacy was published and his
access to the U.K.’s archival materials greatly augments his knowledge of the Falklands War.
Scholarly articles were also heavily used in the writing of this thesis. One such article written by
Paolo Tripodi on the covert assistance provided by Chile to the U.K., provided another avenue
for which to assess the extent of the air campaign. Following the Falklands War, militaries
around the world were keen to write about the lessons drawn from the campaign and their
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implications for their respective militaries. In particular, military institutions in the United States
spent a great deal of time analyzing the Falklands War. As a result, many research and military
reports were written throughout the 1980s and early 1990s on the subject. More recently, these
reports were placed in the Defense Technical Information Center (DTIC) database for access by
academics and the public.

However, some of these reports, because they were written

immediately after the conflict, did not have access to all of the facts and figures, thereby
negatively influencing the conclusions drawn. But these reports are important, particularly those
completed by the United States Navy (USN) and its personnel. The comparisons drawn when
comparing the USN’s naval aviation capability to that of the U.K., assisted in highlighting
deficiencies in the Task Force’s prosecution of Operation Corporate.
1.4 Analytical Framework
From start to finish, the U.K.’s sea-based air power played a crucial role in determining
the outcome of the 1982 Falklands War. In order to conclude why it was able to effectively
support a maritime expeditionary operation in the South Atlantic without command of the skies,
it is necessary to assess its performance from several angles. Air power, by its very nature, is a
complex branch of modern militaries and its performance in a war scenario is governed by a
number of factors. Although these factors are applicable to both land and sea-based air power,
they nevertheless serve as an important means for evaluating the performance of the Task
Force’s Sea Harrier FRS.1s and Harrier GR.3s during Operation Corporate. In total, there are
nine areas, divided into four separate groups, which will be utilized to evaluate the U.K.’s seabased air operations from April to June of 1982. In the first group, geography and logistics shall
be explored to highlight how these traditionally intertwined obstacles of warfare were
surmounted and thus allowed sea-based air power to actively participate in the South Atlantic.
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Group two analyses the function played by doctrine, training, and interoperability towards the
ultimate outcome of the air campaign. Group three sees the analysis of the areas of military
technology and aerial intelligence and how shortcomings here were mitigated with covert
assistance provided by two key allies. Finally, group four investigates how British excellence in
the areas of adaptability and serviceability increased the aerial fighting capability of the Task
Force.
When the U.K. went to war with Argentina in 1982, geography was one factor both sides
had to contend with as they sought to impose their will over the other in the South Atlantic.
Compared with the Operation Overlord landings in Normandy on 6 June 1944, Operation
Corporate was not going to be a short hop across the English Channel for the British. Instead,
the U.K. was now separated from their strategic objective by a distance of over 8,000 miles. In
order for the Task Force’s sea-based air power to be able to effectively support the liberation of
the Falklands and South Georgia, geography was a first critical hurdle that needed to be
expeditiously overcome. Fortunately for the British, their fixed-wing naval aviation capability
benefitted from two developments in this area: Ascension Island’s position relative to the theatre
of operations and the Royal Navy’s two aircraft carriers that would serve as geographic
“equalizers” in the South Atlantic. In addition to geography, the British air effort was critically
dependent upon logistics to keep its naval aviation capability supplied with fuel, spares,
ammunition, and reinforcements as the campaign progressed.

Sustaining such a maritime

expeditionary operation necessitated the establishment of a lengthy logistics pipeline that
stretched back from the theatre of operations to Ascension Island and the U.K. From within this
logistics pipeline, Sea Harriers and Harriers profited from replenishment at sea (RAS), air-to-air
refuelling (AAR), and American matériel support.
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If a military’s doctrine is ill suited for the nature of the engagement that is to be fought,
and is not adapted for the circumstances, this will invariably lead to ineffectiveness on the
battlefield, whether it is on the ground, at sea, or in the air. For example, an air force geared
primarily towards ground attack will be unsuited for an engagement that calls for air-to-air
combat. Since sea-based air power was to play a major role in the retaking of the Falkland
Islands, the unique aerial doctrines of RN Sea Harriers and RAF Harriers were a crucial part in
shaping how the air campaign against Argentina was to be executed. Therefore, analysis of this
aspect of the Falklands War is most important as it contributed directly to the performance of
British naval aviation during the conflict. Much like doctrine, the training of pilots and aircrew
provided the ability to assist or hinder the prosecution of Operation Corporate from the air. If the
training of British pilots did not suitably match the doctrine to be employed, or the type of
aircraft to be used, this shortcoming most certainly would have resulted in an entirely different
outcome for the war. Because maritime expeditionary operations called for the use of land, sea,
and air forces in pursuit of an objective, interoperability between these branches was an absolute
requirement if the operation was to be a success. Having three branches fight mutually exclusive
campaigns is counter-productive and can serve to undermine the ultimate goal of victory. As a
result, interoperability is an area of the campaign that requires investigation since this was a
major determining factor in how the war was conducted.
Military technology also has its role in contributing to how wars are fought. Although
technology by itself is incapable of determining victory, it can serve as an advantage for the side
that chooses to deploy it in conjunction with a solid doctrine and well-trained personnel. The
Falklands War witnessed the deployment of several advanced weapon systems by Argentina and
the U.K. as they sought to overcome one other in the South Atlantic. For the U.K., its aerial
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campaign was able to call upon two highly advanced pieces of military technology to aid their
quest to remove Argentina from the Falkland Islands and South Georgia. The airframe called
upon to protect the Task Force and counter the Argentine air threat, the Sea Harrier, had yet to be
tested in combat. In the realm of missile technology, Sea Harriers now found strapped to their
wings updated variants of the American-made AIM-9L “Sidewinder” air-to-air missile (AAM)
that promised better results in air-to-air combat. Aerial intelligence, besides letting one know the
size and composition of an opponent’s forces, is also capable of warning of an impending attack
by air, land, and sea. However, the British lacked airborne early warning and long-range aerial
reconnaissance platforms from which to observe what the Argentine military was doing, or to
warn of incoming strikes against the Task Force. This did not prevent the Task Force from
receiving various forms of covert aerial intelligence from other sources during the conflict.
Chile provided one such avenue that the British were able to utilize to mitigate their deficiency in
airborne early warning and aerial intelligence. The United States, too, contributed in this area
towards Operation Corporate, although this assistance was of limited value.
Adaptation has long been a common feature in the natural world. When environmental
conditions drastically change or a protection is sought from a new predator, organisms and
animals are forced to either adapt or perish. This analogy can be drawn with respect to warfare
and the various weapon systems utilized. A state may find that its military is fighting a war with
equipment that is not well suited for the type of combat. Such a realization requires adaptation
of one’s own forces to better meet the characteristics of the conflict or else ultimately face
defeat. In the South Atlantic, both Argentina and the United Kingdom discovered they were
fighting a war for which neither was well prepared. Therefore, adaptation was a necessary
requirement for each side. For the latter, adaptation played a key role in allowing the sea-based
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air power of the Task Force to be strengthened by the inclusion ground attack aircraft. As
aircraft became faster, more manoeuvrable, and better armed following the Second World War,
their technological complexity also increased in a proportional way. Besides the increased
strains on the airframe and its avionics, computer systems were now common fixtures inside the
cockpit. To facilitate the effective performance of the entire package, satisfactory maintenance
practices were required in order to ensure aircraft were always in a combat-ready state.
Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the serviceability of Sea Harriers and Harriers to assess how
this maintenance practices influenced the ability of these aircraft to support Operation Corporate
from the air. Already at a disadvantage in numbers compared with Argentina, serviceability was
one way the British narrowed the gap.
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CHAPTER II. BACKGROUND
2.1 Historical Context of the United Kingdom’s Limited Naval Aviation Capability
The construction, equipping, and maintaining of a state’s military is a costly venture that
governments must consider while they seek to procure or decommission naval vessels, aircraft,
and other important military hardware. Depending on the international situation and domestic
economic climate at a specific time, there might be room for a government to increase its
expenditures on a new class of warships or better optical sights for infantry units. Conversely,
economic stagnation or changing foreign policy commitments might necessitate defence cuts in
traditionally expensive areas of the military such as the navy or air force. In the decades
following the Second World War, the Royal Navy found itself increasingly a victim of the
“power of the purse.” The United Kingdom could no longer keep up with the economically
powerful United States in the post-war period and this realization translated into the steady
decline of the RN’s naval aviation capability. Despite being a relatively active period for the
RN’s aircraft carriers off the coast of Korea between 1950 and 1953 and that of Egypt in 1956,
the 1950s witnessed British politicians call for a decrease in commitments abroad and the
lowering of the defence budget. By the 1960s, these calls were transformed into action as
Britain’s defence interests became more intertwined with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO). For most of the 1970s, the story was the same and saw the last of the RN’s fleet
carriers being decommissioned, although a development in aircraft technology late in that decade
helped save naval aviation from extinction. However, the gradual move away from fleet carriers
severely inhibited the way in which sea-based air power was to be utilized during the 1982
Falklands War.
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As the Cold War unfolded, the U.K. found itself facing several new challenges in the
areas of foreign and defence policy. Six years of war against Nazi Germany and Japan adversely
impacted its post-war economy, and along with decolonization, caused a radical shift in foreign
policy commitments. In addition, the growing threat of war with the Soviet Union and its
satellite states forced Britain to keep its focus firmly fixed on Europe as part of its role in the
NATO alliance. In the 1957 Defence White Paper, Britain’s armed forces were required to fulfil
two main tasks: to deter and resist aggression as part of NATO and to defend British colonies
and territories.26 This new focus resulted in many British politicians calling for a withdrawal
from all interests that were located “East of Suez.”27 This argument mainly had to do with
Britain’s percentage of Gross National Product (GNP) spent on defence compared with other
European NATO states. In 1955, for example, the U.K. was spending 9.3 per cent of its GNP on
defence while smaller countries such as the Netherlands, Italy, Norway, and Belgium were
spending 6.5 per cent, 4.7 per cent, 4.3 per cent, and 4.0 per cent, respectively.28 What these
politicians failed to understand was that such comparisons were flawed since the aforementioned
member countries relied upon lower-cost conscript militaries that were primarily focused on
facing Warsaw Pact forces on a European battlefield.29 However, despite increasing opposition
to Britain’s perceived high defence expenditures, approximately 10 per cent of the U.K.’s GNP
was spent on defence during between 1952 and 1957.30 For the Royal Navy and its aircraft
carriers, the 1957 Defence Review still saw them as practical tools for emergencies and limited
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war scenarios, thereby resulting in the objective of maintaining Britain’s naval commitment
“East of Suez” at its present strength.31
While the 1950s was a relatively stable time for the Royal Navy and its aircraft carriers,
the 1960s witnessed the decline of sea-based air power in the United Kingdom. Although there
was a high demand for naval aviation during this decade, cuts were still being made to Britain’s
overall capability in this area.32 Already, two of the RN’s fleet carriers, Her Majesty’s Ship
(HMS) Bulwark and HMS Albion, had been converted to helicopter-carrying “commando”
carriers during 1957 and 1962, respectively.33 In 1965 a startling announcement was made
indicating that eventually aircraft carriers would be phased out altogether.34 This radical decision
was reflected in the 1966 Defence White Paper. At the time of its release, the U.K. was spending
more than 7 per cent of its GNP on defence.35 However, it was the aim of the government to cut
this figure even further to 6 per cent by 1969/70.36 Besides financial considerations, the White
Paper also firmly placed NATO as the guarantor of Britain’s security37 since so much of the
British focus was then on fulfilling obligations within the alliance. Because of this focus, it was
no longer desirable, according to the Paper, for the U.K. to undertake any large-scale military
operation alone.38 Despite the Paper’s specific reference to naval aviation and how it was
integral for operations beyond the range of land-based air cover, it was anticipated that no such
operations would take place in the 1970s.39 Therefore, land-based aircraft were planned to take
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over the strike/reconnaissance and air defence roles that had traditionally been fulfilled by
carrier-based aircraft.40 The RN’s carrier force was to be reduced from five to three over the
course of the next three years41 and the two planned “super carriers,” CVA01 and CVA02, were
cancelled.42 By the end of the 1960s, it seemed as if the RN’s aircraft carriers were indeed on the
way out. For most of the 1970s, this appeared to be the case until a radical development in
aviation technology prevented the disappearance of aircraft carriers from becoming a reality.
By the time of the 1975 Defence White Paper, expenditure of the U.K’s GNP on defence
had fallen to just 5.75 per cent.43 This reduced figure represented the narrowing of British
defence interests strictly within the framework of the NATO alliance in Europe.

NATO,

according to the Paper, was now the “linchpin” of Britain’s security and should “remain the first
and overriding charge on the resources available for defence.”44 By 1976, it was planned for all
the RN’s major warships to be committed to the Eastern Atlantic and English Channel, with the
remaining vessels in the Mediterranean, Singapore, and the West Indies to be withdrawn to
support this new requirement.45 In this decade, there were only two fleet aircraft carriers left in
the Royal Navy’s arsenal: Eagle and Ark Royal.46 Albion, Bulwark, and Hermes, which were
former fleet aircraft carriers, had been converted to “Commando carriers”47 between the late
1950s and early 1970s.

Ark Royal was able to carry high-performance F-4 “Phantoms,”

Blackburn “Buccaneers,” and Fairey Gannet AEW3 aircraft. Eagle was paid off in 1972 and Ark
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Royal was paid off in 1978, marking the end of fleet aircraft carrier for the Royal Navy.48
However, the desire to provide the fleet with some form of an air defence capability did not
disappear when Eagle and Ark Royal were paid off.
Development of the vertical and/or short take-off and landing (V/STOL) Hawker
Siddeley P1127 in the 1960s for the RAF offered the Fleet Air Arm some room for optimism.49
The “Harrier,” as it became known, entered service with the RAF in the late 1960s and trials in
1971 demonstrated that this aircraft type could be launched and retrieved from an aircraft
carrier.50 Because of this advancement in aircraft design and its ability to fill the gap left by the
abandoning of fleet aircraft carriers, the RN decided to invest in the development of the Sea
Harrier FRS.1, along with three Invincible-class anti-submarine carriers that would be able to
operate them.51 Unlike a fleet carrier, this new class of aircraft carrier would be built without
steam catapults, arrestor wires, or angled flight decks.

The first ship of this class, HMS

Invincible, was completed in June 1980, while the remaining two, Illustrious and Ark Royal,
were due to be completed in 1982 and 1985, respectively.52 However, the dawn of the 1980s and
further cuts to the RN put even these ships at risk of cancellation. The 1981 Defence White
Paper indicated that, although defence spending took up 5.2 per cent of the U.K.’s GNP,53 the
surface fleet could not be sustained at its present size because of the changing focus towards
maritime air systems and submarines.54 Therefore, it was the government’s intention that only
two of the three Invincible-class carriers would be retained.55 Invincible, upon the completion of
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her sister ships, was due to be sold to the Royal Australian Navy (RAN).56 Hermes, which had
been converted to support a small number of Sea Harriers in 1980, was destined for the
scrapyard in 1984.57 Fortunately, this downsizing of the carrier force did not take place before
the Argentine invasion of the Falklands, but the British still had to contend with a glaring
disadvantage that dictated how these carriers were to be used in the South Atlantic.
On the eve of the Falklands War, the British were able to call upon two non-fleet aircraft
carriers to provide the Task Force with an air defence capability. However, the gradual move
away from fleet aircraft carriers and their catapults, arrestor wires, and angled decks meant the
Task Force was now in greater danger from sea and air attack than it ever had been in the past.
This had to do with the absence of Airborne Early Warning (AEW) and the large degree of
protection it afforded. The importance of AEW grew during the 1960s and 1970s as it gave the
fleet and its aircraft advanced warning of incoming air and sea threats that were beyond the range
of ship-borne radar systems.58 Having a dedicated AEW aircraft increased the safety of the
carrier and its escorts because threats could be detected from a safe distance, allowing sufficient
time for aircraft to be scrambled for an interception. With the introduction of standoff weapons
such as anti-ship missiles (ASMs), the importance of AEW increased. For the RN, propellerdriven aircraft had traditionally performed this role. During the 1950s, the Fairey Gannet AEW3
replaced the American-made Douglas Skyraider as the RN’s main carrier-borne AEW platform.59
The Gannet was powered by a turboprop engine and had a range of 609 nautical miles (NM).60
When Ark Royal was paid off in 1978, it was impossible for the Gannets to be transferred to
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Hermes or Invincible since they required a fleet-sized aircraft carrier with catapult and arrestor
wires. Instead, Sea Harriers were expected to operate in conjunction with USN Grumman E-2C
“Hawkeye” AEW aircraft in the event of a NATO engagement with the Warsaw Pact in the
North Atlantic.61 Since the Falklands War was to be fought without overt military support from
the United States, the Task Force had to struggle with the absence of AEW and come up with a
different aerial doctrine for its Sea Harriers.62
When the U.K. emerged from the ashes of the Second World War in 1945, the island
nation found itself confronting a new world. Imperialism was on its way out and this forced a
major shift in British foreign and defence policy. Communism replaced National Socialism as
the greatest threat to Britain’s existence and, financially, it could no longer maintain a large
military. Gradually, defence spending occupied less and less of the GNP as British politicians
increasingly saw NATO as the guarantor of their state’s security.

A side effect of this

consolidation and retreat from “East of Suez” was the decline of the RN’s fixed-wing naval air
power. The RAF and the RN’s nuclear and attack submarines attempted to fill the gap left by the
decline of British naval power and, by 1978, the RN had no fleet carriers to call upon if needed.
But development of the Sea Harrier and ships capable of supporting them staved off the
extinction of the U.K.’s sea-based air power. Unfortunately, AEW was sacrificed for this
development and its absence would be keenly felt in the South Atlantic.

SECTION 2.2 Tactical Sea-Based Air Power and British Joint and Amphibious Doctrine
According to a contemporary edition of the NATO Glossary of Terms and Definitions,
doctrine is defined as the “[f]undamental principles by which the military forces guide their
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actions in support of objectives. It is authoritative but requires judgement in application.”63 For
the United Kingdom’s maritime expeditionary operation to repossess its island dependencies in
the South Atlantic, the Task Force had to call upon several doctrines to guide the deployment of
land, sea, and air forces in pursuit of this objective. Several of these doctrinal publications
originated domestically from the U.K.’s own defence establishment while others were developed
from within the NATO alliance. Two such doctrines that originated during the late 1960s and
early 1970s were the Third Edition of the Joint Service Publication (JSP) 1 titled Manual of
Joint Warfare Volume 1: Concept, Planning and Control of Operations and the NATO Allied
Tactical Publication (ATP) 8: Doctrine for Amphibious Operations.

What they shared in

common was their Cold War orientation towards a possible confrontation with the military might
of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact within the NATO area. In the context of the state of
British naval aviation during the early 1980s, both doctrines were ill suited to the nature of the
engagement that was to be undertaken in the South Atlantic.
JSP-1, because it was a joint manual, was intended for all branches of the British military
including the army, navy, and air force. More importantly, it outlined the conditions under
which the British military forces would be deployed. JSP-1 stated that “[m]ilitary action will
only be undertaken on commitments to dependent territories” or “in support of overseas policy,
in concert with allies.”64 As a result of this policy, which included the defence of locations
beyond NATO, JSP-1 contained a section titled “Operations Outside of NATO.” Therein,
emphasis was placed on the importance of establishing a favourable air and sea situation in the
area of operations by undertaking air reconnaissance and counter-air operations, including air
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defence. 65 On paper, this likely sounded reasonable at the time, but many of the U.K.’s
dependencies, including the Falklands and South Georgia, were located beyond the reach of
land-based aircraft. Also at this time, the Royal Navy’s light fleet aircraft carriers and their high
performance jet aircraft were nearly all phased out,66 thereby making a favourable air situation
next to impossible to obtain. Despite this negative development for the RN, its aircraft were still
viewed at this point as having a role to play in joint engagements. For example, the manual
continued to identify the RN’s few remaining Phantom FG.1s as an air defence platform, and its
Buccaneers as reconnaissance/surveillance and strike/attack aircraft. 67

However, it was

mentioned in JSP-1 that, in the future, the RAF would be supplementing the RN’s capabilities in
this area with its own land-based aircraft.68 This transition was reflected in subsequent Defence
White Papers throughout the 1960s and 1970s. Although the manual indicated a preparation for
“out of area” operations, the actual capability of the RN’s sea-based air power to deliver
appropriate support in such a scenario was decreasing as fleet aviation was gradually being
abandoned.
For the proposed amphibious operation that would land troops and equipment on the
Falkland Islands, one NATO doctrine in particular served as the benchmark for Commodore
Amphibious Warfare (COMAW) Michael Clapp, Commander of the Amphibious Task Group
(TG 317.0). Previously, the U.K. produced its own series of Joint Tactical Publications (JTPs)
for possible war scenarios, but ATP-8 had replaced them and it now served as the literal “bible”
for amphibious operations. 69 Within ATP-8, an amphibious operation was defined as “the
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establishment of a landing force on a hostile shore in order to either prosecute further combat
operations, or to capture a site for an advanced naval or air base, or, simply, to deny the use of an
area to the enemy.”70 Amphibious operations were key components of several wars prior to the
Falklands War and their importance in campaigns that involved a maritime element had not
diminished over time. Although an amphibious landing involved troops getting ashore via naval
vessels, air power was an important contribution to this type of operation’s overall success. In
order to facilitate this success, ATP-8 clearly stated that air superiority inside the Amphibious
Objective Area (AOA) needed to be achieved.71 The requirement for air superiority to be
obtained in the AOA likely had to do with the belief that a landing would be conducted within
the range of land-based air power or the formidable power projection capabilities of a USN
Nimitz-class aircraft carrier. The British amphibious effort in the South Atlantic, unfortunately,
would not receive assistance from either source.
JSP-1 and ATP-8 were intended for situations far different than what would be
experienced in the South Atlantic because they were primarily geared towards responding to a
possible Soviet and Warsaw Pact advance into Europe. In JSP-1, lip service was paid to nonNATO “out of area” operations, but in reality, the RN’s sea-based air power was, by the time of
the Falklands War, far more limited in its capability than when the manual was written in the late
1960s. Attention was firmly fixed on Europe fulfilling NATO obligations over maintaining a
fleet that was capable of bringing air power to bear beyond a potential European battlefield.
ATP-8, and its requirement of air superiority over the AOA, was better suited to amphibious
operations within the NATO area since land-based air power or USN carrier aviation could have
easily provided the requisite air superiority elsewhere. Even though ATP-8 was intended for a
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far different war scenario and required air superiority, it was nevertheless the only reference
point for Commodore Clapp as he planned for Operation Sutton, the amphibious landing at San
Carlos on East Falkland on 21 May.

2.3 The United Kingdom’s Political, Strategic, and Operational Objectives
At the time of the Falklands War, the United Kingdom was governed by the Conservative
Party, led by Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. With the Thatcher government finding itself in
a war with General Leopoldo Galtieri’s ruling military junta in Argentina, it became necessary
for a national policy to be articulated. By coming up with a coherent policy to guide the British
armed forces to be committed to the conflict, strategic and operational objectives could be
created to allow this policy to be achieved. The U.K.’s policy, simply put, was to retrieve the
Falkland Islands and South Georgia from Argentine occupation.72 Prime Minister Thatcher made
this the official policy of the U.K. during her speech to the House of Commons on 3 April:
I must tell the House that the Falkland Islands and their dependencies remain British territory. No
aggression and no invasion can alter that simple fact. It is the Government's objective to see that the islands
are freed from occupation and are returned to British administration at the earliest possible moment.73

Admiral of the Fleet and Chief of the Defence Staff Terence Lewin echoed Prime Minister
Thatcher’s policy in more detail when he stated,
The overall aim of Her Majesty’s Government is to bring about the withdrawal of Argentine forces from
the Falkland Islands and dependencies, and the re-establishment of British administration there, as quickly
as possible. Military deployments and operations are directed to support this aim.74

Even though the U.K.’s policy was decided upon within hours of the loss of the Falklands and
South Georgia, it would remain unchanged for the duration of the conflict. Policy, however,
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must be matched with a suitable military strategy in order to make it attainable. Fortunately,
Prime Minister Thatcher’s simple policy was translated into an appropriate strategy by her
civilian and military subordinates.
Recapturing the Falklands and South Georgia from Argentina had the dual purpose of
being the U.K.’s policy at that time, and also serving as the overall strategic objective75 for the
Task Force in the South Atlantic. This primarily had to do with the limited nature of the
engagement that was purposely centred on the occupied islands and not the South American
continent. The overall British strategy of retaking the Falklands and South Georgia from
Argentina was broken down to four specific operational objectives: the establishment of a sea
blockade around the Falklands; the repossession of South Georgia; the gaining of sea and air
supremacy around the Falklands; and the eventual repossession of the Falklands. 76 These
objectives were just as clear as the stated British policy and provided the commanders of
Operation Corporate’s land, sea, and air elements the focus required for directing their efforts.
The third operational objective of gaining sea and air supremacy, at least for the former, was well
within the capability of the Royal Navy’s surface and subsurface vessels. Following the sinking
of the Argentine light cruiser Armada de la República Argentina (ARA) General Belgrano on 2
May by HMS Conqueror, a RN nuclear submarine, the Argentine Navy played no further role in
the campaign. With respect to air supremacy, however, this objective would remain elusive for
the entire campaign because of several shortcomings related to the British naval aviation.77
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CHAPTER III. OPPOSING FORCES AND AIR SUPERIORITY
3.1 THE AERIAL COMBATANTS
3.1.1 The United Kingdom
When the decision was made to send a naval Task Force to retake the Falkland Islands
and South Georgia as part of a large-scale maritime expeditionary operation, air power was, from
the outset, to play a substantial role in its prosecution. One of the four operational objectives78
called for military aviation to obtain air supremacy around the Falklands as part of the broader
British policy of regaining the islands. The question regarding what type of air power would be
utilized was a relatively easy one for British military planners to answer. Geography, for the
most part, precluded the effective involvement of land-based Royal Air Force aircraft directly in
combat operations over the Falklands. This realization placed the responsibility for providing air
power firmly in the hands of the Royal Navy and its two aircraft carriers, HMS Hermes and
HMS Invincible. However, the “power of the purse” had steadily eroded the capability of the
RN’s organic naval air arm since the end of the Second World War79 and rendered it a shadow of
its former self. Thankfully, the development of an evolutionary V/STOL aircraft for the RAF
and RN during the 1960s and 1970s offered a chance at redemption. Command of the Task
Force’s sea-based air power, despite some friction occurring at the operational level, was
suitable.
Following the retirement of the fleet aircraft carrier HMS Ark Royal and its highperformance FG.1 “Phantoms” in 1978, the main carrier-based aircraft of the Fleet Air Arm was
the Sea Harrier FRS.1. The airframe, despite being thoroughly tested prior to the Falklands War,
had not been used in combat. Argentina’s aggression in the South Atlantic afforded these
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aircraft and their pilots a situation where they would be tested in combat conditions. When the
Task Force sailed from the United Kingdom on 5 April, the carriers initially transported a
complement of 20 Sea Harriers80 with them to the South Atlantic. The aircraft were divided
unequally into two squadrons: 800 and 801 NAS. 800 NAS, based aboard Hermes, had twelve
Sea Harriers with four of the aircraft coming from 899 NAS. 81 801 NAS, embarked on
Invincible, had eight Sea Harriers, four of which were also transferred from 899 NAS.82 During
the opening phase of the air campaign, spanning the first two weeks of May, these 20 Sea
Harriers were charged with the responsibility of providing fleet air defence, conducting combat
air patrols (CAP), and undertaking ground attack missions.

Eventually, the arrival of

reinforcements via ship helped to ease the burden on 800 and 801 NAS. Eight Sea Harriers of
809 NAS, which had been stowed on-board the Atlantic Conveyor on 6 May, finally reached the
Task Force on 18 May, whereby the squadron was split up equally between 800 and 801 NAS.83
As a result of this reinforcement, a total of 28 Sea Harriers were to participate directly in the war.
At the outset of the Argentine invasion, the RAF was in a position to play a crucial role in
the campaign to retake the islands. However, geography served as a significant obstacle with
respect to the RAF’s ability to partake in direct combat operations. Land-based aircraft of the
RAF were hindered by the distance from Ascension Island to the Falklands in addition to the
availability of AAR. Vulcan “Black Buck” raids were launched from Ascension Island against
targets on East Falkland, but these sorties severely taxed the small number of Victor K2 tankers.
Therefore, these missions were undertaken sparingly throughout the war and their impact
remains open to debate. The only way for the RAF to achieve a greater and more continuous
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influence on the actual conduct of the war within the Total Exclusion Zone (TEZ) was the
involvement of a small force of Harrier GR.3s. Thanks to being nearly identical in design to the
Sea Harrier, these aircraft, with some modifications,84 were capable of operating from an aircraft
carrier. A lengthy ferry commute from the U.K. in late April and early May brought ten GR.3s
of No 1 (Fighter) Squadron RAF to Ascension Island.85 Of these ten, six were stowed aboard the
Atlantic Conveyor with the eight Sea Harriers of 809 NAS for the transit south.86 Near the end of
the campaign, the four remaining GR.3s were ferried directly from Ascension using air-to-air
refuelling to the deck of Hermes.87 All ten of 1(F)’s Harriers that were sent to the South Atlantic
during hostilities saw action.
The command structure of Operation Corporate, unlike that of Argentina,88 was better
suited to the type of joint engagement called for in the South Atlantic. At the top of the military
operation was the Commander-in-Chief Fleet (CINCFLEET) Admiral Sir John Fieldhouse who
acted as the overall Commander of the Task Force 317 (CTF 317) from his headquarters in
Northwood in Hertfordshire. Below him were four Task Groups (TGs): The Carrier Battle
Group (TG 317.8) under the command of Rear Admiral John “Sandy” Woodward, the
Amphibious Group (TG 317.0) under Commodore Michael C. Clapp, the Landing Group (TG
317.1) under Brigadier Julian Thompson, and the South Georgia Group (TG 317.9) under
Captain Brian Young.89 However, operational control within the theatre fell to Rear Admiral
Woodward who was selected by Admiral Fieldhouse to become the expeditionary operation’s
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Combined Commander (CTG 317.8).90 In theory, all four of these operational commanders were
intended to be equal while under the command of Fieldhouse, but Woodward’s appointment as
Combined Commander created confusion at the operational level and resulted in a lack of lateral
understanding. 91

This forced operational commanders to come up with a communal

understanding of their command relationships.92 Although some referred to this arrangement as
“ad hoc,”93 it was still far more coordinated than what Argentina had created for its defence of
the Falklands. The Sea Harriers of 800 and 801 NAS fell directly under the control of Rear
Admiral Woodward who received his instructions from Admiral Fieldhouse in Northwood.
Harrier GR.3s of 1(F) Squadron, upon their arrival in mid-May, fell under the operational
command of Rear Admiral Woodward94 until the establishment of an airstrip at San Carlos on 5
June.
When air power was called upon to be a major contributor in the joint campaign to retake
the Falklands from Argentina, there was only one real choice for British military planners.
Because of the maritime nature of the expeditionary operation, the Royal Navy’s Fleet Air Arm
was able to answer the call. Fortunately for the FAA, they were able to deploy an evolutionary
jet aircraft from the decks of its two non-fleet aircraft carriers. However, only a small number of
Sea Harriers were available to partake in combat against a numerically superior opponent: 28 of
them were corralled into two squadrons aboard Hermes and Invincible. Geography excluded
full-on participation of the RAF in combat operations over the islands, but it did contribute ten
ground attack Harrier GR.3s for use from the deck of Hermes until a forward airstrip could be
90
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established on East Falkland. The employment of Sea Harriers and Harriers within Operation
Corporate greatly benefitted from a well-established joint command and operational objectives
that provided them a clear sense of direction throughout the campaign.

3.1.2 Argentina
Facing off against the Fleet Air Arm’s 28 Sea Harriers and ten RAF Harrier GR.3s was a
formidable force of land and sea-based aircraft belonging to the Fuerza Aérea Argentina, and
Argentine Naval Aviation, the Comando de Aviación Naval Argentina (COAN). As compared to
the British-made Sea Harrier and Harrier, Argentina drew its land-based fighter, fighter-bomber,
bomber, and attack aircraft from a variety of countries including France, the United States, Israel,
and the United Kingdom. Despite procuring a substantial number of high-performance jet
airframes from these countries prior to 1982, several issues prevented Argentina from being able
to apply the full might of its air power against the Task Force. Problems resulting from poor
serviceability decreased the total number of aircraft available for operations in the South
Atlantic. FAA doctrine was geared towards fighting an entirely different adversary than a
professionally trained and competent NATO force such as that of the United Kingdom. As a
result of this narrow doctrinal focus, FAA pilots were not properly trained to support land and
naval forces in a maritime setting. Also destined to hamper the overall Argentine air effort was
an inadequate command structure. These factors conspired to decrease the effectiveness of
Argentine land-based air power despite maintaining a numerical and geographical advantage.
Both the FAA and COAN were equipped with various aircraft. Among the French aircraft
operated by the FAA and COAN were the Dassaul-Breguet Mirage III and the Super Étendard.
The Mirage III, an interceptor, had a top speed of 1,460 miles per hour (Mach 2.2) in level flight,
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a range of 745 miles, and was armed with two 30 mm cannons, could carry 1,000-pound bombs,
18-inch rocket pods, and AAMs.95 The Super Étendard, a naval strike aircraft, had a maximum
speed (at sea level) of 745 miles per hour,96 a range of 403 miles (while carrying an AM39
“Exocet” anti-ship missile), and could be armed with conventional bombs, air-to-air missiles,
and the potent Exocet missile.97 Procured in substantial numbers from the United States was the
McDonnell Douglas A-4 Skyhawk. The B, C, and Q variants had a maximum speed of 590
miles per hour, a ferry range of 2,051 miles, and could be armed with 20 mm cannons, 3,500
pounds of bombs, and, depending on the variant, either AIM-9B or Shafrir II AAMs.98 Israel
also sold some of its refurbished aircraft to the FAA. The Israel Aerospace Industries (IAI) M5
Dagger, a derivative of the Mirage V, had a maximum speed of 1,460 miles per hour, a range of
435 miles, and could be armed with two 30 mm cannons, 2,500 pounds of conventional bombs,
and Shafrir II AAMs.99 Several English Electric Canberra bombers were acquired by the FAA
from the U.K, having a maximum speed of 580 mph, a range of 800 miles, and able to carry
3,000 pounds of bombs internally and a 20 mm or 30 mm cannon.100 The FAA also possessed
two KC-130 air-refuelling tankers, but only its A-4s were capable of conducting AAR sorties
along with COAN’s Super Étendards and A-4Qs.101
In terms of the total number of Argentine aircraft capable of challenging the Task Force’s
Sea Harriers and Harriers as well as threatening the fleet, initial estimates early on in the conflict
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by British military planners war varied widely. On the lower end, FAA air strength in this
category was assessed at 116 (65 A-4s, 16 Mirage IIIs, 26 Daggers, and 9 Canberras) .102 The
highest estimate was 124 (68 A-4s, 21 Mirage IIIs, 26 Daggers, and nine Canberras). 103 COAN
naval aircraft were believed to number eleven A-4Qs and five Super Étendards.104 In fact, the
actual number of aircraft available to the air force was noticeably lower than what was originally
estimated. For the Argentine Air Force, this mainly had to with the serviceability issues. In
contrast to the entirely volunteer and professional ground support and maintenance personnel of
the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force, the FAA relied on conscripts to fill its ranks. Over 50 per
cent of the FAA’s nearly 20,000 personnel were conscripts 105 and this factor might have
contributed to unsatisfactory maintenance practices on the aircraft. Another possible reason for a
low serviceability rate, at least for the A-4s, was the lack of spare parts that resulted from an
embargo instituted during the Carter Administration because of the regime’s human rights
violations.106 Both factors conspired to reduce the number of aircraft that were actually capable
of reaching the Falklands and engaging in combat operations.
Even today, determining the exact number of Argentine aircraft that actually participated
in combat over the Falklands is difficult since there is no consensus amongst post-war historians.
However, it is possible to approximate the total based on the figures described in secondary
literature on the air campaign. Some sources put forward a figure of 97 FAA (eleven Mirage IIIs,
46 A-4B and Cs, six Canberras, and 34 Daggers) in addition to fifteen COAN aircraft (eleven A-
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4Qs and four Super Étendards)107 for a total of 112 aircraft. Another source states that Argentina
had 122 (39 A-4s, over ten Mirage IIIs, 20 Daggers, and eight Canberras along with eight COAN
A-4Qs and four Super Étendards).108 However, Brigadier General Lami Dozo, head of the FAA,
said his branch of the Argentine military only had access to 82 aircraft during the war.109 Adding
in eleven or fifteen COAN aircraft to Dozo’s figure brings yet another possible total of 93 or 97.
At the very minimum, Argentina had 93 air force and naval aircraft and at the maximum it might
have been 122 aircraft. When translated into a ratio with British aircraft numbers, at the lowest,
this advantage was 4.65:1, and at its highest, it was 6.1:1.

The actual number is likely

somewhere in-between, but what is clear is that Argentina enjoyed a substantial numerical
advantage over the British when the air campaign began on 1 May, even with issues relating to
aircraft serviceability.
Owing to the lengthy borders west and north with neighbouring Chile and Brazil, it was
not surprising that Argentina looked at these states with suspicion. Prior to the Falklands War,
however, it was the former that Argentina viewed as the most threatening to its territorial
integrity. The Beagle Channel dispute of 1978110 nearly brought the countries to the verge of
war, but the crisis was eventually defused. Nevertheless, Argentina’s historical suspicion of
Chile and the potential conflict along this lengthy border region had a direct effect on the air
doctrine of the FAA. Its airfields were located predominantly in the northern half of the country
and were positioned in the direction of the threat posed by Chile.111 In its most basic form, FAA
aircraft would utilize these bases along the border with Chile to conduct short-range strike
missions against Chilean military targets and to provide close air support (CAS) to Argentine
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troops on the ground if required.112 The result of this doctrinal emphasis on aerial support of
overland operations against Chile was a failure to include the possibility of supporting operations
in a maritime scenario. Because of this stringent focus on short-range missions into Chile, FAA
air doctrine during the Falklands War was rendered ineffective because it did not include the
need for long-range air assets113 or the ability for its aircraft to operate over water. However, the
individual training of pilots mitigated this doctrinal error and allowed FAA pilots to actively
participate in the conflict.
The Fuerza Aérea Argentina was rated as one of the best air forces on the South
American continent.114 Its pilots had the benefit of long flying hours with the FAA-owned airline
Lineas Aéreas del Estado (LADE) that allowed them to operate a variety of aircraft in harsh
South Atlantic conditions.115 However, Argentina, unlike the United Kingdom, could not call
upon experience gleaned from aerial combat during the twentieth-century. Although Argentine
aircraft were involved in suppressing left-wing insurgencies in remote parts of the country prior
to the Falklands War, knowledge garnered from these operations added little to understanding
modern air-to-air and air-to-ground combat involving jet aircraft.

Due to the variety of

Argentina’s aircraft and the lack of combat experience from a conventional war, Argentine pilots
had to receive training from several western countries. Since Argentina was seen by the United
States as an important anti-communist ally in South America, arms sales from the latter to the
former were common,116 as was the training of military personnel. Aircrews of both air branches
underwent flight training in the U.S. and this time spent with the United States Air Force (USAF)
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and USN contributed to their performance during the conflict.117 Arms purchases and training of
military personnel was not restricted to North America. FAA Dagger pilots are said to have
received instruction from the Israeli Air Force (IAF),118 but not all of the pilots had fully
converted to the airframe by the start of the conflict.119 2d Escuadrilla of COAN operated a small
number of advanced French-made Super Étendard aircraft capable of launching the “Exocet”
ASM. Super Étendard pilots trained in France throughout 1981, but each pilot only received 45
hours of training there and this number had only increased to 100 hours by the time hostilities
erupted.120 In addition, they did not receive training in AAR,121 even though it was to play an
important role in attacks on the Task Force.
Argentine command and control (C2) was one of the major shortcomings exhibited
during the Falklands War. More specifically, a poor command structure inhibited effective
coordination among the three branches of Argentina’s armed forces. For the air campaign, this
lacklustre organizational arrangement meant that the FAA and COAN were further impeded in
their efforts to support land and naval forces in and around the Falklands. This was a selfinflicted wound since the navy and air force created separate commands to wage independent air
campaigns against the Task Force. The navy formed an aero-naval command called South
Atlantic Theatre of Operations (Teatro de Operaciones del Atlántico Sur, TOAS) under the
control of Vice Admiral Juan Lombardo.122 TOAS controlled all surface and aero-naval forces, in
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addition to all forces stationed on the Falklands.123 FAA Brigadier General Lami Dozo generated
an autonomous command on 31 March called Air Force South (Fuerza Aérea Sur, FAS) that fell
under the umbrella of the Strategic Air Force (Fuerza Aérea Estratégica, FAE).124 The FAS was
led by Brigadier General Horacio Ernesto Crespo, commander of the 4th Air Brigade, who
reported directly to the ruling military junta.125 Instead of having a joint commander for all air,
naval, and land forces participating in the South Atlantic, each branch was subjected to a
confusing command arrangement that resulted in each branch fighting a separate war. Crespo,
after the war, stated “there [were] three forces totally different in their conception and strategy
for joint action.”126 Coordination between FAA and COAN, for example, did not occur until the
final days of the war,127 but this was a case of too little, too late to have any impact on the
outcome of the war.
Argentina, despite the advantages it held over the U.K. in the areas of geography and
aircraft numbers, had several severe deficiencies that influenced the performance of its aircraft in
the South Atlantic. Even though the FAA and COAN procured a large number of their highperformance jet aircraft from several different western countries, not all of them would be able to
participate in the campaign. Initial estimates by the British of Argentina’s air strength proved
inaccurate since serviceability issues resulting from a lack of spare parts and a high proportion of
conscripts in the FAA had caused the actual number of available aircraft to be much lower than
originally believed. An appropriate doctrine was also absent from Argentina’s air campaign
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since pre-war tensions with Chile had focused attention towards a potential engagement with this
adversary and not the U.K. Argentine command and control during the Falklands did not
improve the situation of the FAA and COAN. Instead of emphasizing “jointness” throughout the
conflict, inter-service rivalry ensured that the FAA and COAN pursued mutually exclusive air
campaigns. Despite the many factors going against it, the Argentine air effort did play a crucial
role in the conflict and actually proved to be more effective than the army and navy.

3.2 The Question of “Air Superiority” During the Falklands War
Part of the United Kingdom’s strategy in the South Atlantic involved establishing air
supremacy around the Falkland Islands.128 The eventual amphibious operation on East Falkland
and the subsequent land campaign to retake the islands revolved around the assumption that air
superiority would be achieved within the Maritime Exclusion Zone (MEZ) and then the
expanded TEZ. 129 However, determining the extent of the U.K.’s aerial dominance over
Argentina in the Falklands War is a contentious issue since there is no clear consensus among
post-war historians and military personnel regarding this aspect of the conflict.130 It is this
author’s argument that the Task Force’s sea-based air power failed to establish air supremacy, or
even air superiority, within the TEZ. Instead, the Royal Navy’s Sea Harriers were only able to
achieve temporary and localized air superiority131 over the Falklands during the air campaign.
When looking at the definitions of air supremacy and superiority expressed in the NATO
Glossary of Terms and Definitions publication and by Rear Admiral Woodward, relative to
specific Argentine air attacks during the last thirty days of the campaign, it becomes clear that
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the British were unable to realize either form of aerial control. This had to do with the Royal
Navy having failed to anticipate a situation in which air superiority would be required for their
operations.132 In terms of individual factors, they can be narrowed down to the absence of a
carrier-based AEW platform, the original purpose of the Sea Harrier’s design, and geography.
In order to ascertain the level of British aerial dominance in the skies over the South
Atlantic, it is important to first define air supremacy and air superiority. According to the NATO
Glossary of Terms and Definitions, it defines air supremacy as “that degree of air superiority
wherein the opposing air force is incapable of effective interference” while air superiority is
defined
as that degree of dominance in the air battle of one force over another which permits the conduct of
operations by the former and its related land, sea and air forces at a given time and place without
prohibitive interference by the opposing force.133

Although these definitions originate from a 2012 edition of this NATO publication, they were
last updated in 1973 and would have served as the touchstone for the militaries of all NATO
member countries during the early 1980s. Rear Admiral Woodward, a submariner by trade,
believed that air superiority did not “mean providing total immunity from enemy air attack, only
that the land forces be given reasonably effective air cover, sufficient to ensure that their
operations on the ground are not seriously hampered.”134 In reality, however, several air attacks
following the San Carlos landings showcased that Argentine aircraft did cause “prohibitive
interference” to the maritime expeditionary operation and “severely hampered” the retaking of
East Falkland. Had the British been able to achieve some degree of permanent air supremacy or
superiority, these attacks would likely not have happened and the war might have concluded in a
shorter time with far fewer casualties.
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Two air attacks that occurred, one at the opening of the land campaign and the other near
its finale, were clear indicators that permanent air superiority was nowhere exercised by the Task
Force during the conflict. When an air-launched Exocet anti-ship missile struck the Atlantic
Conveyor on 24 May, just three days after the landings at San Carlos, three RAF Chinook and
six Wessex helicopters it was carrying were lost.135 The loss of three Chinooks was a severe
blow because the planned vertical envelopment of Argentine positions by helicopter between
Port San Carlos and Port Stanley could not be carried out.136 Instead, British ground troops were
forced to march the nearly 50 miles to Port Stanley, thus prolonging hostilities. On 8 June, two
Royal Fleet Auxiliary (RFA) Landing Ship Logistics (LSLs), Sir Tristram and Sir Galahad, were
attacked by Argentine aircraft while unloading troops and equipment of the 5th Infantry
Brigade’s Scots and Welsh Guards near Fitzroy off the coast of East Falkland. This landing was
intended to open up a southern flank for the advance on Port Stanley.137 As a result of the loss of
Sir Galahad, the assault on Port Stanley was delayed by two days.138 From these two attacks, it
was clear that, even in the final days of the Falklands War, the British had failed to achieve any
measure of permanent air superiority. Why was it that the Task Force’s Sea Harriers were only
able to establish temporary and localized air superiority at various times during the conflict?
One of the main factors contributing to the UK’s inability to obtain air supremacy, or
even superiority, over the Falklands had to do with the absence of a carrier-based AEW platform
that severely taxed the limited number of Sea Harriers.139 In the decades leading up to the
Falklands War, AEW had disappeared along with the last of the Royal Navy’s light fleet aircraft
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carriers during the 1970s.140 In a non-NATO engagement without the participation and support
of the United States Navy and its carrier-borne AEW aircraft, enemy detection would rely upon
the radars of surface ships. The British Type 21 frigate, for example, typically had a radar range
of just 22 miles.141 Unfortunately, this was an ineffective arrangement since a 22-mile range
meant threats approaching from far out at sea would be able to avoid detection until it was
almost too late for action. However, if the fleet had possessed an organic AEW capability that
was able to linger beyond the horizon, air and naval threats could be identified before they
reached the fleet or launched standoff weapons. Had Hermes and Invincible been able to embark
this type of aircraft, attacking Argentine Mirage IIIs, Daggers, A-4s, and Super Étendards, with
their lethal Exocet missiles, could have been detected further away from the Task Force or the
AOA in San Carlos, and been intercepted before they reached either target. This certainly would
have allowed for the Task Force’s 28 Sea Harriers to be used more efficiently. Instead, the
absence of AEW forced these Sea Harriers to undertake time-consuming CAPs to the west of the
Task Force and over the Falklands where the primary threat vector was situated.142
Besides the severe implications of having no AEW capability in the South Atlantic,
efforts to establish air superiority were also hindered by the Sea Harrier airframe itself. During
its development in the 1970s as a derivative of the RAF Harrier GR.3, the Sea Harrier was not
designed as an air superiority fighter. 143 Instead, the Sea Harrier’s primary role was the
interception of data link aircraft, such as the Soviet Tu-95 “Bear”, that might be shadowing the
fleet at sea in a possible war scenario in the North Atlantic.144 It was also intended to provide an
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anti-ship capability. Its armament was also not suited to the air superiority role since it was only
able to carry two AIM-9G or 9L “Sidewinders” at one time. Compared with the USN’s F-14
Tomcat, and its ability to carry up to twelve AAMs at one time,145 the Sea Harrier’s armament
appeared woefully inadequate to accomplish the air superiority task assigned to it by British
military planners. In addition, the Sea Harrier’s on board “Blue Fox” radar system was also not
up to the job of facilitating air superiority. Much like the Sea Harrier airframe, Blue Fox was
designed with a specific mission in mind: airborne locating of the “shadower.” As a result of this
focus, Blue Fox had a poor lookdown capability that was unable to search for and acquire small
targets over land or rough seas and had an optimum detection range of no more than 15 miles.146
As a result, interception of Argentine aircraft flying at low level over the Falklands required the
use of the so-called “Mark 1 Eyeball” after receiving a possible heading from ship-based radars
of the Task Force. However, reports from ship-based radars and visual contact did not always
guarantee a successful intercept.
Geography was yet another factor that played a pivotal role in preventing the Sea Harriers
from achieving anything more than temporary and localized air superiority. For the duration of
Operation Corporate, the primary threat to the Task Force and its aircraft carriers was not the
Argentine Navy or the Army. Instead, it was the high performance jet aircraft of the FAA and
COAN, operating from airfields on the Argentine mainland, that proved the most enduring threat
to the success of Task Force’s maritime expeditionary operation.

Throughout the entire

campaign, Argentina’s operational centre of gravity was its aircraft and airfields located on the
mainland.147 Logically, it should have been the chief objective of the Sea Harriers to eliminate
the Argentine air threat both in the air and on the ground. However, certain limitations prevented
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the Task Force from engaging these airbases and their aircraft. Because of the aforementioned
absence of AEW, it was not practical to station either carrier between the Argentine mainland
and the Falklands since it would have been far too dangerous when factoring in the Exocet ASM.
Even if Task Force Commander Admiral Fieldhouse had been daring enough to partake in such
an action, it would have been politically damaging to the British campaign in the South Atlantic
to undertake strikes against the Argentine mainland. By engaging Argentina militarily over the
Falklands, the U.K. had already placed itself at odds with many countries on the South American
continent.

Despite these political considerations, there was a plan to attack COAN Super

Étendards at their Rio Grande airbase with British Special Forces, but this plan was eventually
abandoned.148 The decision to keep the Carrier Battle Group (CBG) well to the east of East
Falkland meant that Sea Harriers would be unable to strike Argentine airbases and thus cut off
the islands from air attack. An important consequence of the aircraft carriers’ position was that
Sea Harriers were only able to spend a short amount of time actually patrolling over the
Falklands,149 thereby precluding a continuous aerial presence.
When the Allies landed in Normandy on 6 June 1944, they enjoyed complete command
of the sky over the amphibious landing area. Interference from the Luftwaffe was minimal and
this allowed the Allies to successfully establish a crucial beachhead on the European continent.
The U.K.’s maritime expeditionary operation in the South Atlantic, by contrast, did not enjoy the
same level of aerial control as that of the Allies in 1944. The establishment of air supremacy
around the Falklands, despite being an operational objective within the overall strategic plan of
retaking the islands, proved well beyond the capabilities of the Fleet Air Arm’s Sea Harriers.
Throughout May and June, Argentine aircraft based on the mainland continued to launch air
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strikes against the Task Force to the east of the Falklands and the amphibious task group in San
Carlos. On two noteworthy occasions, Argentine air attacks directly influenced how the ground
forces were able to prosecute their campaign.

These attacks were wholly attributable to

shortcomings on the British side. The absence of AEW left a substantial hole in the defence of
the Task Force and even when Sea Harriers were forced to participate in CAPs in an effort to
mitigate this specific deficiency, it was not always enough. The Sea Harrier airframe was not
intended as an air superiority fighter as it lacked the armament and detection equipment to fulfil
such a role. Geography prevented the Argentine operational centre of gravity—its mainland
airfields and jet aircraft—from being attacked. Had the U.K.’s military planners, as well as Task
Force Commander Admiral Fieldhouse, better understood the capabilities and limitations of
British naval aviation during the early 1980s, a more realistic mission role for the Sea Harriers,
such as air parity, could have been determined.
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CHAPTER IV. ASSESSMENT
4.1 GEOGRAPHY AND LOGISTICS
4.1.1 “Southern” Hospitality: Forward Operating Base (FOB) Ascension Island
When one observes the geographic distance separating Argentina and the United
Kingdom from the Falkland Islands, the former held a distinct advantage. Since the islands sit
only 400 miles off the east coast of Argentina and more than 8,000 miles from the United
Kingdom, geography was a major obstacle that British forces had to overcome in order to be able
to remove Argentine forces from the Falklands. The U.K. possessed no military bases in South
America and none of the states on the continent were willing to provide one for use by British
forces. Fortunately, a relic of the once expansive and prosperous British Empire—conveniently
located off the coast of south western Africa—provided the Task Force a springboard from
which it could liberate another remnant of that same Empire. Ascension Island, when
transformed into a forward operating base (FOB), proved its value to the Task Force in three
important areas: re-stowing of matériel, replenishment of air-delivered matériel, and operational
sustainment.
Ascension Island, though only 34 square miles in area150 and situated nearly 4,250 miles
from the United Kingdom and just under 3,800 miles from the Falkland Islands,151 provided the
British a way to ease the geographical disadvantage it faced. If used, it would halve the tenuous
lines of communication (LOC) separating the British Isles from the Falklands.152 For Britain’s
military planners, Ascension provided the only viable option for a forward operating base in the
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South Atlantic because other British island dependencies closer to the Falklands did not have
appropriate facilities capable of supporting a large military operation.153 Such a facility had to
have a large enough airfield capable of dealing with a heavy influx of military and civilian air
traffic. Thankfully, Ascension Island had a 10,000-foot runway that had been built by the
Americans during the Second World War and was called Wideawake Airfield.154 Despite
Ascension lacking the necessary port facilities to harbour the Task Force, the island was
nevertheless chosen because of the good anchorage it afforded ships just offshore.155 However,
Pan American Airways and the Military Airlift Command (MAC) were leasing the airfield
because of an American communications and satellite-tracking station situated on the island.156
Fortunately, an agreement existed between the United States and the United Kingdom that
permitted British military aircraft to use the airfield when required.157 Permission from the
Americans to utilize Wideawake was one of several matériel contributions they made to the
British war effort.
Upon informing the Americans of their need to use Ascension for the eventual retaking of
the Falklands and South Georgia, the U.K. was quick to act and air transport routes to the island
were initiated on 2 April.158 On 6 April, the creation of a British Forces Support Unit (BFSU) of
250 personnel on Ascension Island was proposed to better prepare the location for the eventual
influx of air and sea traffic.159 Among this unit’s most important directives was the provision of
“[f]acilities for the assembly, sorting and delivery of solid support and air assets to deployed
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ships.” 160 Also part of the BFSU’s mandate was the provision of facilities for casualty
evacuation back to the U.K., if needed.161 Despite the Task Force having set sail for the South
Atlantic on 5 April, it was not until 8 April that Ascension was officially chosen as a forward
support base.162 Once Ascension had been firmly decided upon as a staging area and the
necessary support personnel given a clear directive of what their main mission entailed, it was
destined to play a key role in the conflict. RN Sea Harriers and RAF Harriers, though engaging
enemy aircraft and ground targets thousands of miles to the southwest of Ascension, owed this
small volcanic island a great debt for it allowed them to better fulfil their respective missions
within the framework of Operation Corporate.
The relatively short time between the Argentine seizure of the Falkland Islands and South
Georgia on 2 and 3 April and the despatching of a naval Task Force on 5 April, though a truly
remarkable achievement, actually had a negative side effect on Operation Corporate’s logistics
situation. Such a rapid deployment of the fleet influenced the way in which these civilian and
military vessels were stowed with provisions and matériel.163 Because there were only a few
days available to prepare RN, RFA, and civilian Ships Taken Up From Trade (STUFT) vessels
for departure to the South Atlantic, they were not tactically loaded for the coming maritime
expeditionary operation. 164 This meant that important items, such as aircraft spares and
ammunition, might be located behind, or underneath, less important stores. Throughout the
remainder of the campaign, long-range supply drops were conducted by RAF C-130 “Hercules”
transports as they parachuted items to the Task Force that were thought missing, but were more
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likely buried deep in the holds of support vessels.165 For the Task Force’s two aircraft carriers, it
was crucial that they, along with their support and supply vessels, have timely access to the items
required for their complement of Sea Harriers and Harriers in order to be able to execute their
roles effectively. A layover at Ascension Island offered an opportunity for this problem to be
alleviated. Despite the efforts to adequately re-stow the contents of the Task Force, they were
not fully successful.166 This shortcoming, though partially mitigated by the stop at Ascension,
was something the Task Force had to tolerate for the duration of the war.
In addition to allowing a short time for the re-stowing of stores, Ascension also facilitated
the vertical and horizontal replenishment of matériel that had not been loaded in the U.K. or had
been depleted during the transit south. On 16 April, when Hermes and a small number of other
vessels reached Ascension Island, 300 VERTREP (vertical replenishment) sorties were flown
that day alone.167 This number of VERTREP sorties stayed consistent for the following day,
even after Invincible and Fearless arrived.168 During the build up phase, which saw the bulk of
the Task Force pass through Ascension, an average of 800 aircraft movements per day were
experienced at Wideawake, with a large portion of these being helicopter travel between ship and
shore.169

Throughout this layover period, it was not uncommon for twenty Sea Kings and

Wessexes to be in the air at any one time flying between Wideawake airfield and vessels
lingering offshore. 170 Besides matériel, fuel requirements of Hermes and Invincible were
substantial since they were not nuclear powered. While Task Force vessels were anchored off
Ascension, they, for the most part, were not required to tap into the island’s limited fuel supply
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since the fleet tankers ensured a certain degree of self-sufficiency.171 However, after their
departure for the TEZ, both carriers relied on fuel arriving via fleet tankers that had topped up or
fully refuelled at Ascension Island. This signalled a change in Ascension’s role to one of
operational sustainment and included other important elements in addition to the Task Force’s
substantial fuel requirements.
With the departure of the Task Force to reclaim the Falklands and South Georgia,
Ascension became an “aircraft carrier,”172 though not in the traditional sense. The distance
separating Ascension from the Falklands made offensive operations a rare occurrence.173 Instead,
Ascension served as a fixed “logistical” aircraft carrier because of its important role in allowing
the land-based aircraft of the RAF to sustain the Task Force’s operations.174 Stores, ammunition,
and petroleum, oil, and lubrication (POL) that were flown in to Ascension were loaded onto
support vessels before they sailed south to replenish the Task Force around the TEZ.175 In some
cases, supplies that were urgently needed by the RN were air dropped by modified RAF C-130
“Hercules” transport aircraft. Throughout the war, these transports conducted 40 supply drops to
the Task Force from Ascension with some of these sorties taking up to 25 hours to complete.176
Ascension also served as a convenient pickup point for American supplies.177 In one instance,
advanced American AIM-9L “Sidewinder” AAMs were air dropped to the Task Force after the
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USAF transported them to Ascension.178 Owing to the force multiplier of AAR179 and the
position of Ascension roughly half way between the United Kingdom and the TEZ, the island
also served as a midpoint on the journey of Sea Harrier and Harrier reinforcements to the South
Atlantic.180 Based on the various instances of effective operational sustainment, the importance
of Ascension Island to the conduct of Operation Corporate’s air campaign was evident.
The substantial geographic disadvantage facing the United Kingdom during the Falklands
War was partially overcome by the fortuitous placement of Ascension Island. This afforded
British forces a vital staging area from which to retake South Georgia and the Falklands. A
stopover by the Task Force at the island allowed for important re-stowing and replenishing tasks
to be undertaken and when the base’s role switched to operational sustainment, it performed this
duty exceptionally well. Thanks to the availability of Wideawake airfield, the RAF was able to
move over 5,800 people and 6,600 tons of stores through Ascension in 600 sorties during the
campaign.181 Without Ascension and its important airstrip, Operation Corporate and its seabased air campaign would have been an unlikely, if not impossible, undertaking.
4.1.2 HMS Hermes and HMS Invincible: The Geographic Equalizers
Throughout history, geography has dictated when, where, and how wars are fought.
Land-based air power, though capable of covering significant distances at high-speed, was no
exception to the geographic factor. However, the development of aircraft carriers during the
First World War and interwar period allowed military aviation to better deal with this obstacle in
subsequent conflicts. Instead of requiring large airbases in close proximity to the theatre of
operations, aircraft carriers were able to use their mobility and bring naval aviation to bear on an
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enemy previously thought to be inaccessible to air attack. Several wars during the twentiethcentury witnessed the pivotal role of aircraft carriers and one such shining example proved to be
the 1982 Falklands War. Located 8,000 miles south of the United Kingdom and only 400 miles
east of Argentina, it was clear that the Argentines held the geographic advantage for the coming
engagement. The Royal Navy’s two small aircraft carriers, HMS Hermes and HMS Invincible,
were tasked with providing offensive and defensive aerial capability for the U.K.’s Task Force
deep in the South Atlantic region. The carriers’ importance stemmed from their unique position
as “geographic equalizers” in that they allowed for RN Sea Harriers and RAF Harriers to
actively participate in the South Atlantic Campaign. Although both carriers only had a limited
naval aviation capability, their contribution to the air campaign was nevertheless crucial to the
success of Operation Corporate.
Aircraft of the FAA and COAN clearly benefitted from their geographic proximity to the
theatre of operations centred on the Falkland Islands. The five main Argentine airbases actively
contributing aircraft to the conflict were situated at Trelew, Comodoro Rivadavia, San Julian,
Rio Gallegos, and Rio Grande and were 580 nautical miles (NM), 480 NM, 425 NM, 435 NM,
and 380 NM, respectively, from Port Stanley on East Falkland.182 Conversely, 8,000 miles
separated Britain from the Falklands and, even with the incorporation of Ascension Island as a
forward operating base, nearly 4,000 miles still separated RAF land-based aircraft from the
theatre of operations. However, the range limitations of Argentina’s fighter, fighter-bomber, and
attack aircraft, coupled with the lack of AAR capability of most FAA airframes,183 conspired to
limit the geographic advantage it held over the U.K. COAN aircraft, though only making up a
small portion of the total number of Argentine air assets committed to the conflict, did have an
182
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AAR capability.184 For the most part, FAA aircraft undertook the burden of combat sorties
against the Task Force and, without the aid of AAR, were relegated to a short time on target.
Argentine A-4s, without the assistance of air refuelling, could only spend a few minutes over the
target area before having to return to the mainland.185 Mirage IIIs and Daggers, because of their
inability to refuel in the air, were restricted to just five to ten minutes.186 Failure to establish a
widespread AAR capacity in the FAA opened the door for the RN’s two aircraft carriers to enter
into the fray and establish a “geographical parity” for Sea Harrier and Harrier operations.
While Hermes and Invincible were conventionally powered aircraft carriers capable of
launching Sea Harriers and helicopters, they were remarkably different vessels in age and size.
Hermes, which served as the flagship of the Task Force in 1982, started out her life in the 1960s
as a normal fixed-wing fleet aircraft carrier.187 However, she went through many refits and
modifications that changed her role during the 1970s and early 1980s. Hermes was transformed
into a Commando carrier in 1971 and 1973, an anti-submarine support ship (CVS) in 1976, and
finally a Harrier carrier in 1980-81.188 In terms of size, she displaced 28,700 tons, had a 750-foot
flight deck, and was capable of a maximum speed of 28 knots.189 Hermes had a peacetime
complement of five Sea Harriers and nine Sea King helicopters, but during the Falklands War,
this was bumped up to twelve and eighteen, respectively.190 Thanks to the larger size of its
hangar and magazine capacity, Hermes was selected to host an initial six RAF Harrier GR.3s
from No. 1 (Fighter) Squadron that had arrived aboard the carrier in mid-May.191 Invincible, by
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contrast, was commissioned in 1980 as both a CVS and Command and Control Ship192 and was
one of the first carriers to be built without arrestor wires or catapults.193 She displaced 19,810
tons, had a 675-foot flight deck, and a top speed of 29 knots.194 Her peacetime complement of
aircraft was five Sea Harriers and nine Sea Kings, but only the former witnessed an increase to
eight before the Task Force sailed.195 With this small a complement of fixed wing aircraft, their
effectiveness was critically dependent on how close their host carriers were able to get to the
epicentre of the coming air battle. Unfortunately, the Sea Harriers and Harriers had to contend
with a “geographical parity” that stemmed primarily from the fear of French-made Super
Étendard and its new standoff anti-ship weapon: the Exocet.
Survival of the Task Force’s two aircraft carriers, despite not being mentioned in the
operational plan,196 was one of the key considerations during the war. Rear Admiral “Sandy”
Woodward, CBG Commander, was given explicit instructions by CTF Admiral Sir John
Fieldhouse not to place either carrier at risk of receiving serious damage.197 According to
Woodward, the loss of Invincible would have severely jeopardized Corporate, but if Hermes
were sunk the operation would have been over.198 Both squadrons of Sea Harriers were integral
components of the maritime expeditionary operation and had to be protected. Therefore, the
Naval Staff concluded in early April that RN vessels would be safe from the Argentine airsurface threat if they stayed 700 NM away from airfields on mainland Argentina.199 One positive
outcome of this positioning of the CBG to the east of East Falkland was that it decreased the
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threat vector from mainland Argentine airbases and aided air defence of the fleet. 200
Unfortunately, this positioning also generated a negative side effect. By emphasizing safety of
the carriers over their military effectiveness201 in the South Atlantic Campaign, the combat
endurance of Sea Harriers and Harriers over East Falkland was severely minimized. Upon losing
the first ship to Argentina’s new standoff weapon, this situation was further exacerbated and had
repercussions on the future conduct of the air campaign.
The perceived main Argentine land-based air threat to the carriers was the Super
Étendard strike aircraft and its deadly air-launched Exocet ASM, although not much faith was
placed in Argentina’s ability to conduct AAR sorties to extend their range beyond the
Falklands.202 Argentina had four of these aircraft and five ASMs prior to the outbreak of
hostilities in April.

Disregarding the Naval Staff’s recommendation that the CBG should

position itself 700 NM from mainland Argentine airbases to better guard against air attack, it
ventured well within this parameter. Prior to the sinking of HMS Sheffield on 4 May, the Carrier
Battle Group maintained a distance of 150 NM203 from the islands, but sometimes operated as
close as 40 to 50 NM in an arc orientation off the southeast coast of East Falkland.204 Following
the loss of Sheffield and the realization that some Argentine naval aircraft were competent at
AAR, the CBG occasionally operated at a maximum of 220 NM off the coast of East Falkland.205
Temptation to move closer to East Falkland, particularly the AOA at San Carlos following the 21
May landings, resulted in the loss of Atlantic Conveyor on 25 May.206 This additional 200 NM
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burden added to the journey faced by the Sea Harriers and Harriers and severely limited
available time on CAPs for the former and the nature of the ground-attack sorties for the latter.
The positioning of the Task Force further east into the South Atlantic due to the Exocet
threat is what prevented “geographic parity” from ever becoming any kind of geographic
advantage for the British. What this meant for the Task Force’s Sea Harriers and Harriers was an
increased transit time to and from their sortie objectives. Depending on the CBG’s distance from
East Falkland on any given day, the time available to Sea Harriers for their CAPs could be
anywhere from a minimum of five to ten minutes207 to 20 minutes.208 Most of the time spent by
Sea Harriers on CAP sorties involved transiting to and from the designated CAP area. At the
most extreme distance from East Falkland, the average flight time for a Sea Harrier going on
CAP was one hour and 20 minutes with only 6 to 12 per cent of that time actually spent on
patrol.209 Because of this, there was a joke amongst some of the Sea Harrier pilots that if they
moved any further east from the Falkland Islands, they would have to clear their launches with
air traffic control in Cape Town, South Africa.210 The establishment of a small airstrip for Sea
Harrier and Harrier operations at San Carlos on 5 June had the potential to give British aircraft a
decisive geographic advantage.

The absence of AEW, however, prevented this from

materializing even as the war drew to a close. Despite the Sea Harriers only being able to spend
a short time on CAP, they still succeeded in shooting down at least 24 Argentine aircraft211 in airto-air combat between 1 May and 14 June 1982.
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The use of aircraft carriers during the 1982 Falklands War, though not a textbook
example of how sea-based air power had been used in preceding conflicts, was nevertheless a
significant contributor toward the success of Operation Corporate and the air campaign.
Bringing sea-based air power to bear on the enemy in the TEZ was an absolute requirement if the
British wanted to be successful in the South Atlantic.

Argentina’s failure to realize the

importance of AAR handed the British an opportunity to obtain a geographic advantage in the
campaign. But the prioritization of the safety of Hermes and Invincible ahead of maximizing
their military effectiveness in the South Atlantic prevented parity from ever evolving to any kind
of advantage. The loss of Sheffield on 4 May and Atlantic Conveyor on 24 May, because the
CBG moved too close to the Falklands, dramatically demonstrated that the fear of Argentine
land-based air power and the Exocet missile were well founded. In addition, by not allowing the
carriers to get closer to East Falkland, it contributed directly to the inability of the Sea Harriers to
achieve anything more than temporary and localized air superiority. Despite these issues, seabased air power was still able to meaningfully contribute to Corporate’s success. Sea Harriers
destroyed 24 Argentine aircraft in air-to-air combat and RAF Harriers conducted several ground
attack sorties that were critical to the success of the land campaign.212 These achievements
would have been impossible without Hermes and Invincible providing them a mobile platform,
within reasonable proximity, from which to operate.

4.1.3 Replenishment at Sea (RAS) and Air-to-Air Refuelling (AAR): Pipelines of Victory
As the old adage goes, amateurs talk strategy while professionals talk logistics. This
statement, despite its relative simplicity, highlights the importance of an often glossed-over
aspect of modern warfare that is crucial to sustained operations. Simply put, any army, air force,
212
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and navy will only be as effective in a conflict as the logistical apparatus supporting it in the
field. In the case of the 1982 Falklands War, this traditionally unsung hero emerged from the
shadows to take centre stage as the United Kingdom faced an incredible logistical challenge that
stemmed from its geographic position relative to the Falkland Islands and South Georgia.
Keeping the Task Force and its sea-based air power capability supplied with fuel, weapons,
ammunition, spares, and other stores was a colossal logistical challenge. Fortunately, there were
two areas that the British were well versed in ahead of the outbreak of hostilities: replenishment
at sea and air-to-air refuelling. RAS allowed for vessels and aircraft of the Task Force, including
those of the CBG, to be supplied while “underway” to, and operating within, the TEZ. AAR
allowed Sea Harrier and Harrier reinforcements to reach both carriers, in addition to providing
RAF Hercules aircraft with an ability to conduct supply drops of critical items directly to the
Task Force from Ascension Island. Without either capability, air operations and the movement
of the aircraft carriers would have ground to a halt after a very short period of time.
RAS offered the U.K. a means by which logistics would overcome the geography
separating the British Isles and Ascension Island from the Falklands and South Georgia. The
main advantage of this capability was that it permitted the Task Force to conduct its maritime
expeditionary operation without having to return to the U.K. or a friendly port for resupply.
RAS operations utilized during the campaign can be broken down into two distinct categories
based on the materials that were transferred from one ship to another: liquid (L) and solid (S).213
RAS(L) typically involved the transfer of fuel or lubricants from a support tanker to a
conventionally powered ship. RAS(S), as its name suggests, featured the resupply of solid stores
including provisions, ammunition, spares, and other items. To undertake an RAS(L) or RAS(S)
action involved several steps. After the supply ship and the receiving ship positioned themselves
213
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at least 80 feet apart, a specially modified rifle fired wires from the former to the latter (gunline)
so lines could be strung between the ships in order to establish the jackstay.214 After this had
been achieved, it was possible for a flexible fuel pipeline to be strung between vessels and
plugged directly into the receiving ship. Then, they were also able to move heavy stores across
with the assistance of a derrick. RAS(S) could also be undertaken with the aid of helicopters in
the form of VERTREP.
For a conventionally powered fleet operating at sea over an extended period, fuel is in
constant need of replenishment. Although Hermes and Invincible were aircraft carriers, each
required a different fuel type to power their engines as they were constructed at different points
during the twentieth-century. Hermes, like other older vessels of the Task Force, was powered
by steam-driven engines and required Furnace Fuel Oil (FFO) while modern ships, including
Invincible, required diesel oil (DIESO) to power their diesel turbine engines.215 These engines,
along with the small size of both carriers, meant they had limited endurance and required
frequent refuelling.216 When carrier and ship-based fixed and rotary wing aircraft with their
unique Aviation Carrier Turbine Fuel (AVCAT) requirements217 are included, at least three fuel
types were necessary to keep the CBG functional in the South Atlantic. Other ships provided the
only means by which to keep the Royal Navy’s vessels supplied with these three fuel types.
Fortunately for the Task Force, they benefitted directly from a well-established logistical support
apparatus, both merchant and civilian, that was fully capable of keeping RN ships supplied with
fuel for the duration of the campaign.
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The Royal Fleet Auxiliary contributed 22 vessels to the campaign, of which nearly half
were tankers and oilers. 218 Recognizing the need for at least three different fuel types to supply
the various Task Force vessels, as well as their fixed and rotary wing aircraft, the RFA had
several tankers capable of carrying the three different fuel types simultaneously. Two of the
RFA’s three large fleet tankers, the Olma and the Olmeda, participated in the South Atlantic
Campaign and had this capability, as well as a 10,000-mile range and a 20,000 ton fuel
capacity.219 Throughout the war, Olma and Olmeda conducted 213 and 285 RAS(L) operations,
respectively.220 Despite nearly half the RFA’s 22 vessels being tankers, they were unable to keep
the 44 warships of the Task Force adequately supplied with fuel.

This necessitated the

requisitioning of civilian STUFT vessels to assist in the logistical support of Corporate. Of the
nearly 50 STUFT vessels that participated in the Falklands War, almost one third were tankers.221
The main purpose of these civilian tankers was to top up the RFA’s tankers.222 Of the 2,000 RAS
operations during the campaign, 1,500 involved tankers223 and an astonishing 400,000 tons of
fuel was delivered.224 Thanks to the efforts of merchant and civilian crews, no vessel of the Task
Force, or any of its aircraft, were ever left with an empty tank.
Replenishment of solid stores was no less crucial to the sustained operations of the Task
Force and its sea-based air power than the aforementioned fuel requirements. The RFA made
available five fleet supply ships, RFAs’ Fort Grange, Fort Austin, Resource, Regent, and
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Stromness,225 for use in the campaign. Of the five ships, Fort Grange was responsible for
conducting RAS(S) operations solely with vessels of the CBG.226 Just as had been the case for
the Task Force’s fuel needs, civilian STUFT vessels were called upon to augment the RFA’s
solid supply capability. Of the 2,000 RAS actions, 500 involved the transfer of 15,000 packet
loads.227 There were also 300 VERTREP sorties undertaken while at sea.228 In addition to food,
water, ammunition, and other important items, some STUFT vessels also brought with them
aircraft reinforcements for embarkation aboard either aircraft carrier or for use from land
following the amphibious landing. SS Atlantic Conveyor brought with it eight Sea Harriers, six
RAF Harriers, four RAF Chinooks, and six RAF Wessexes to the South Atlantic. When an
Exocet hit Atlantic Conveyor on 24 May, all Sea Harriers and Harries were lucky enough to have
disembarked a week earlier.

The remaining helicopters on board, however, were not so

fortunate. Only one RAF Chinook and one Wessex managed to escape destruction. To highlight
the critical importance of RAS during Operation Corporate, there was one support ship for every
combat ship in the Task Force.229
Air-to-air refuelling, like replenishment at sea, was a vital component of the monumental
logistical apparatus created to support the execution of Operation Corporate. The Task Force
benefitted greatly from the Royal Air Force’s AAR capability with the delivery of much needed
Sea Harriers and Harriers, along with desperately needed supplies. Instead of waiting weeks for
supply ships to bring these items, they could be brought directly to the Task Force by air or to
Ascension Island to then be loaded onto ships, thus halving the transit time by sea. The burden
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of this responsibility fell to the RAF’s two squadrons of Victor K2 tankers, totalling 23
aircraft.230 Nearly all of the Victors were needed during the campaign because fourteen of them
were required to place just one aircraft into the TEZ.231 This constraint meant these two
squadrons and their aircrews would be severely taxed throughout Corporate. In May alone, at
the height of the campaign, Victor aircrews regularly flew an average of 120 hours and this
contributed to a total of 3,000 hours being flown during the entire conflict.232 Overall, 600
airborne refuelling sorties were conducted during the war,233 some of which featured the transfer
of 4,451,000 pounds of fuel to Nimrods, Vulcans, Harriers, and Sea Harriers.234 The efforts of
the Victor K2 crews allowed for much needed Sea Harrier and Harrier reinforcements to reach
the Task Force in a timely fashion along with other vital war materiél.
With two squadrons of K2 tankers providing AAR, it was possible at several stages of the
conflict to reinforce the initial complement of twenty Sea Harriers brought hastily with the Task
Force on 5 April. On 30 April and 1 May, eight Sea Harrier reinforcements from 809 NAS used
in-flight refuelling to reach Ascension Island in two stages on 1 and 2 May.235 RAF Harrier
GR.3s of No 1 (Fighter) Squadron, following their designation as attrition replacements for the
CBG’s Sea Harriers, had to make the trip to Ascension Island as well. It was not a random
choice that led to the selection of 1(F) for operations in the South Atlantic. Simply put, this was
the only RAF Harrier squadron trained in the art of AAR. 236 From 3 to 5 May, nine GR.3s flew
from the U.K. and two of these aircraft were able to complete the journey in one leg, taking ten
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hours and fifteen minutes to complete.237 Then on 6 May, the eight Sea Harriers of 809 NAS and
six of the nine GR.3s landed aboard the converted cargo ship Atlantic Conveyor for the transit
south. An additional four Harriers of 1(F) Squadron made their way to the CBG late in the
campaign.

Again, with the aid of Victor K2s, these two pairs were ferried directly from

Ascension Island to the deck of Hermes on 5 and 8 June.238 Had the United Kingdom not
possessed air tankers capable of conducting AAR, reinforcement of the CBG could only have
been done via lengthy ship transit and this likely would have resulted in a very different outcome
of the South Atlantic Campaign.
While the Task Force was operating several thousand miles to the west of Ascension
Island, off the east coast of the Falklands, receiving critically necessary supplies via ship in a
short period of time was impossible. Thankfully, AAR once again proved its value in assisting
the prosecution of Operation Corporate’s air campaign when it facilitated the aerial delivery of
supplies direct to the fleet via the venerable C-130 “Hercules” transport aircraft. Traditionally,
C-130s were incapable of flying the long distances to the TEZ because of their limited range and
inability to undertake inflight refuelling. Several modifications were made to increase the
Hercules’ range including the installation of auxiliary fuel tanks in the hold and adding inflightrefuelling probes.239 However, the actual AAR refuelling process was difficult since jet-powered
Victors, even at their lowest speed, outpaced the C-130s that were running at full throttle in level
flight. To solve this problem, the refuelling process was conducted in a 500-feet-per-minute
“toboggan” descent with the Hercules at full throttle.240 For the Hercules aircrews, 26-hour
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sorties were common, but one lasted an astonishing 28 hours and three minutes.241 The end result
was 40 airdrops 242 that delivered 155 short tons of supplies 243 in watertight and beaconed
containers244 to the Task Force. Some of the items included AIM-9L “Sidewinder” missiles that
the Sea Harriers were running critically short of,245 spare parts,246 and important orders.247
Sea Harriers and Harriers could trace part of their operational effectiveness during the
Falklands War to the lengthy logistical support apparatus that stretched all the way back from the
TEZ to Ascension Island and the United Kingdom. The 8,000-mile geographic separation of the
U.K. from the theatre of operations, along with the deployment of a naval Task Force, made the
establishment and maintenance of lines of communication an absolute necessity if success were
to be realized. Replenishment at sea of fuel and matériel permitted the merchant, civilian, and
naval vessels of the Task Force to operate indefinitely in the TEZ without having to retire to a
friendly port in the South Atlantic or sail back to Britain for resupply. For the sea-based aircraft
of the RN and RAF, RAS meant they had access to fuels and stores that allowed for sorties to be
continuously launched against a numerically superior opponent. AAR facilitated reinforcement
of the CBG’s initial complement of 20 Sea Harriers with an additional eight from 809 NAS and
ten Harrier GR.3s in mid-May and early June. For the outnumbered Sea Harriers of the Task
Force, these additional airframes helped to ease the burden of losses due to combat and
operational accidents. Airdrops of critical supplies would have been impossible without AAR
and supported the continued functionality of the Task Force and its aircraft. Following the
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impressive display of logistics by Britain during the Falklands War, this less visible aspect of
modern warfare emerged from the shadows to demonstrate how success on the battlefield was
critically dependent on what was happening behind the frontlines.

4.1.4 The “Special Relationship” Utilized: American Support During Operation Corporate
Following the Argentine military’s seizure of the Falkland Islands and South Georgia on
2 and 3 April 1982, the Reagan Administration faced a “Catch-22” situation of whom to support
if diplomacy failed. Forged in conflict and solidified in peace, the “special relationship” that
existed between the United States and the United Kingdom was without rival during the Cold
War.

At the same time, the United States also enjoyed a positive association with Latin

America’s right wing, anti-communist regimes including General Leopoldo Galtieri’s Argentina.
Eventually, Argentine intransigence forced President Ronald Reagan to firmly back Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher and her efforts to retake the islands using military force. As a result
of the gradual swing to the British side, substantial logistical and matériel assistance was
provided to the Task Force throughout Operation Corporate. The primary advocate for this
backing was Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger and it was due to his tireless efforts that
Britain received logistical and matériel support in a timely fashion. In the context of the seabased air campaign, American support from three main areas contributed to its success: the use
of Ascension Island as a staging area, the provision of AVCAT fuel on Ascension Island, and the
delivery of the much-vaunted AIM-9L “Sidewinder” AAM. Though just a small portion of what
the U.S. supplied to the Task Force overall, these specific contributions increased the
effectiveness of Sea Harriers and Harriers in the skies of the South Atlantic.
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During the days following the invasion, and in advance of the official tilt of the Reagan
Administration to the British side on 30 April,248 the U.K. Chiefs of Staff expressed a desire to
seek assistance from the United States. Support was sought in the realms of intelligence,
communications, operations, logistics, as well as weapons, equipment, and matériel supply.249
In order for these requests to be granted, there had to be a willing party on the other end.
Fortunately, even before the tilt, the U.K. had an ally in the Reagan Administration that was
more than happy to throw its weight behind Operation Corporate. As mentioned, Secretary of
Defense Caspar Weinberger, from the very outset, supported the British stance and made no
objections to the use of Ascension Island along with the supply of extra AVCAT fuel at
Wideawake airfield.250 He also issued a directive stating that all British matériel requests should
be granted immediately.251 Secretary of the Navy John Lehman remembered the directive given
by Weinberger where he expressly stated, “[g]ive Maggie everything she needs to get on with
it.”252 To streamline this critical process, Weinberger had all of the requests go through him
personally, resulting in most of these being approved within 24 hours.253 He also made certain
that the U.K.’s matériel needs were given priority over others.254 The Secretary of Defense
proved an invaluable ally throughout Operation Corporate and the assistance provided by the
U.S. was instrumental in the British victory.
The importance of Ascension, as described previously, was its geographic proximity to
the theatre of operations in the South Atlantic and its 10,0000 foot runway. Establishing a
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forward operating base was a key element in the eventual retaking of the Falklands and South
Georgia. However, at the time of Argentina’s seizure of the islands, American civilian and
military aircraft were leasing Wideawake airfield because of the satellite facility present on
Ascension. Upon realizing its importance to British efforts to retake the Falklands and South
Georgia, Weinberger came to their aid. He advised the British that all facilities on Ascension
would be available to them, no questions asked.255 American military and civilian personnel on
the island were also instructed to provide assistance to the British build-up. The USAF officer in
charge of Wideawake, Lieutenant-Colonel William Bryden, was ordered by the Secretary of
Defense to “give the Brits every possible assistance, but not, under any circumstances, to get
caught doing so.”256 To ease the burden of the numerous requests being sent directly to his desk,
Weinberger called upon his own foresight to help with the supply situation. He instituted the
transfer of equipment that had not been formally requested by the British to a U.S. depot on
Ascension where they might need it in the future.257 The American facilities on Ascension that
were made available to the U.K paved the way for the ability to support the sea-based air
campaign to come.
Aviation fuel was a critical requirement for the prosecution of Operation Corporate,
particularly for the land-based aircraft operating from Ascension Island. For such a mammoth
undertaking, the anticipated fuel requirements were far beyond what could be satisfactorily
provided by the U.K. alone. As a result, the Chiefs of Staff made a specific request that
American fuel support continue to be supplied on a regular basis.258 To satisfy the thirsty aircraft
on Ascension, a request was made of the U.S. that, on a weekly basis, an American eight million
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gallon tanker would be available to sit off of Georgetown and pump aviation fuel ashore.259 The
first of these tankers, which arrived on 24 April,260 began transferring its fuel to storage facilities
on the shore.261 When one of the tankers due to arrive broke its shaft and was unable to reach
Ascension, the U.S. freed up its war emergency fuel supply on the island for use by the RAF on
the island until a replacement tanker arrived.262 Eventually, all of the fuel being pumped ashore
necessitated the construction of a 3.5 mile-long pipeline from onshore reception tanks to
Wideawake airfield on 10 May.263 Of the 12.5 million gallons of AVCAT fuel provided by the
Americans to the British during the war,264 air operations from Ascension had consumed 5.5
million gallons upon cessation of hostilities on 14 June.265 Had no fuel been supplied by the
Americans to the British during Operation Corporate, a severe shortage would certainly have
occurred and this would have curtailed air-to-air refuelling operations. Without AAR, Sea
Harrier and Harrier reinforcements would have been limited to transport by sea, and C-130
supply drops to the Task Force would have been impossible.
Another important commodity that had implications for Task Force’s sea-based air power
capability, aside from aviation fuel, was the advanced American-made AIM-9L “Sidewinder”
AAM. This missile, compared with the 9G variant, gave the Sea Harrier a decisive edge in airto-air combat over their Argentine opponents.266 Because the “Lima” variant was far more
advanced technologically than the older “Golf” version, it was no surprise that the Chiefs of Staff
wanted to procure a large number of them for their small number of Sea Harriers. At the outset
of the conflict, however, the U.K. had only the 9G in stock. In the minutes detailing possible
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U.S. support for Operation Corporate, near the top of the list was Sidewinder, included among
other items of equipment believed to be critical to the success of the maritime expeditionary
operation.267 Initially, there was an appeal for 300 AIM-9Ls to be transferred from American
possession to British stocks. 268 However, some American officials thought the British were
building up their operational stocks at the expense of American ones or were expending large
amounts of the weapon with a low success rate.269 When the promise was given that any unused
Sidewinders would be given back to the U.S., the first 100 missiles were delivered direct to
Ascension Island by air on 14 May.270 In total, 200 of the Lima variant were provided to the
British during the war271 and succeeded in shooting down nineteen Argentine aircraft272 when
combined with the Sea Harrier airframe and the professionalism of their pilots.
Thanks to the “special relationship” that existed between the United States and the United
Kingdom during the Cold War, Operation Corporate’s sea-based air power was able to more
effectively support the mission in the South Atlantic. Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger,
besides giving the U.K. carte blanche on all of Ascension Island’s facilities including
Wideawake airfield, was instrumental in allocating substantial amounts of war matériel to the
British in a timely fashion. The availability of Ascension to the British meant that their lines of
communication were halved and the island served as a forward staging area for the eventual
retaking of the Falklands and South Georgia. Aviation fuel was also supplied in large quantities
by the Americans and offset the U.K.’s deficiency in this area. This fuel was an absolute
necessity since it permitted the RAF’s Victor K2 tankers to conduct AAR for Sea Harrier and
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Harrier reinforcements, in addition to C-130s dropping much-needed supplies to the Task Force
off the east coast of the Falklands. The procurement of advanced AIM-9L “Sidewinder” from
the U.S. for use by the Sea Harriers afforded these aircraft a substantial advantage in air-to-air
combat throughout the entire campaign. The Falklands War clearly displayed that the Reagan
Administration ascribed to the belief that “a friend in need, is a friend indeed” when it came to
providing assistance to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher and her military operation.
4.2 DOCTRINE, TRAINING, AND INTEROPERABILITY
4.2.1 Sea Harrier and Harrier Doctrines: Warfare Outside of NATO
When Royal Navy Sea Harrier FRS.1s and Royal Air Force Harrier GR.3s were
despatched to the South Atlantic in 1982, both aircraft types were the products of vastly different
aerial doctrines despite being nearly identical in design and performance. This had to do with
the RN and RAF having envisioned their V/STOL airframes as being directed towards fulfilling
specific operational roles in a possible war scenario with the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact.
Neither aircraft type, nor their respective doctrines, had been tested in combat and the Falklands
War would become their proving ground. For the Sea Harriers, however, their original purpose
was not well suited to the type of engagement that was to take place in the skies of the South
Atlantic. Their doctrine was focused towards engaging a specific type of Soviet aircraft in the
North Atlantic region with the assistance of the United States Navy. The nature of the air
campaign in the South Atlantic required a revision of the Sea Harrier doctrine in order to allow
these aircraft to continue providing air defence of the fleet in the absence of AEW, but also to
undertake other tasks that fell outside their traditional doctrinal requirements. This modification,
despite being one of the few options available to the Sea Harriers, was in itself unable to assure
protection of the Task Force or able to facilitate air superiority. RAF Harriers, on the other hand,
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benefitted from a more suitable doctrine that did not demand any alterations. As a result, GR.3s
proved more able to accomplish the objectives they were tasked with achieving.
When the RN decided to abandon conventional fleet aviation in the 1970s, the Sea
Harrier came into being as a result of a desire to continue to provide the fleet with a fixed-wing
air defence capability. It was expected that this V/STOL airframe would be able to satisfactorily
perform the duties of reconnaissance, defensive, and offensive capabilities 273 that had
traditionally been undertaken by the RN’s now absent fleet aircraft carriers and their
conventional high performance jet aircraft. During the early stages of its design, the Sea Harrier
was designated as an airframe that should be “capable of undertaking quick reaction air defence,
reconnaissance and strike/attack duties.”274 This was later refined into the doctrine that was to
guide the Sea Harriers in numerous peacetime exercises between 1979 and 1982. This doctrine
consisted of three primary operational roles: the interception of enemy reconnaissance and data
link aircraft, reconnaissance and probe, and anti-ship strikes.275 Of these three roles, the most
important for the Sea Harrier was the interception and destruction of shadowing Data Link
aircraft.276 These long-range Soviet maritime reconnaissance aircraft, Tupolev Tu-95 “Bear” Ds,
would pose a severe threat to the RN if a war with the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact ever
became a reality. “Bears” were a huge threat to NATO fleets operating in the North Atlantic
since their purpose was to establish a fleet’s movements, provide the necessary target
information to surface, subsurface, and air units, and to also co-ordinate these various formations
for an attack.277 A critical component of the Sea Harrier’s ability to intercept and attack these
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“shadowers” rested upon the presence of AEW aircraft such as the USN’s carrier-based E-2C
“Hawkeye”278 or the USAF’s land-based Boeing E-3 Sentry Airborne Warning and Control
System (AWACS) aircraft. The conflict in the South Atlantic, however, the absence of overt
American military assistance meant that the Sea Harrier doctrine would have to be adjusted to fit
these new operational requirements.
The gap resulting from the absence of AEW was something the Task Force had to
contend with as its air, land, and naval forces struggled to make Operation Corporate a success.
Because of this shortcoming, it was necessary to modify Sea Harrier doctrine to reflect the
unique demands of the South Atlantic. The primary threat to the fleet was no longer the
“shadower,” but the numerically superior land-based air power of the FAA and COAN. Covert
efforts were undertaken by the British to limit the impact of the Task Force’s lack of early
warning,279 but it was still necessary for the Sea Harriers to play their part in defending the fleet
from air attack. Therefore, they were incorporated into a “defence in depth” framework. More
specifically, three Type 42 cruisers and some Type 22 frigates were positioned 80 and 50
nautical miles west of the aircraft carriers with the Sea Harriers performing CAP beyond the
Type 42s.280 This “defence in depth” arrangement was meant to protect the U.K.’s operational
centre of gravity: its two aircraft carriers.281 A single CAP consisted of two aircraft, but a further
two aircraft would be returning to the carriers, and another two would be on their way out to
replace the aircraft presently on CAP.282 Typically, three CAP stations were maintained so a total
of eighteen Sea Harriers were required. 283 Commodore Clapp wanted a similar level of
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protection to be provided over the AOA in San Carlos, but air defence requirements of the Task
Force only allowed for one CAP of two aircraft to be made available.284 These CAPs did succeed
in downing Argentine aircraft, either on their way to, or returning from attacks, but the Sea
Harriers failed to prevent the loss of several RN, RFA, and STUFT vessels during the war.
Compared to the RN’s Sea Harriers, the RAF Harriers of No. 1 (Fighter) Squadron
benefitted from a solid operational doctrine that was employed for the duration of the Falklands
War.

In general terms, GR.3 doctrine consisted of operational roles involving battlefield

interdiction, CAS, and tactical reconnaissance.285 In the 1972 publication Concept of Operations
for the RAF’s Harriers based in West Germany, the primary role of these aircraft was outlined in
more detail. Their doctrinal purpose was “to provide close support to NORTHAG [Northern
Army Group], to contribute to the air offensive directed at the interdiction of battlefield
approaches, and to provide daylight tactical reconnaissance of the NORTHAG battle area and its
approaches.”286 Compared with the Sea Harrier, the Harriers of 1(F) Squadron had the only
pilots trained for low level ground attack and reconnaissance tasks.287 Offensive counter air
sorties, to a limited degree, were also embarked upon.288 GR.3s, despite their unfamiliar nautical
environment, successfully conducted air interdiction, armed reconnaissance, close air support,
airfield attack, and photoreconnaissance sorties during the conflict. 289 By adhering to this
doctrine in the South Atlantic, Harrier GR.3s achieved several notable successes: Mount Kent on
21 May and Goose Green on 26 May. Doctrine, at least for the Harriers, proved of valuable
assistance in their efforts to support the land phase of Operation Corporate.
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From the outset, the Falklands War was going to be a test for the differing aerial
doctrines of the RN and RAF. Both were formed within the context of the Cold War and a
possible war with the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact. However, the South Atlantic was far
different than Western Europe and the North Atlantic where “the war” was expected to be
fought. Sea Harrier doctrine was well suited for a potential engagement in the North Atlantic
with its primary focus on the Tu-95 “Bear” D. Effectiveness in this role was dependent upon the
presence of USN AEW to help detect and direct the Sea Harriers to find their target. When it
became clear that AEW was not to play a part in the conflict, a modification to this doctrine was
in order. As a result, Sea Harriers now became a form of early warning as part of a “defence in
depth” arrangement that also involved picket ships and their ship borne anti-aircraft missiles.
This setup culminated in the destruction many Argentine planes, but did not prevent the sinking
and damaging of several Task Force vessels. RAF Harriers enjoyed an advantage over their
fellow aviators in the RN since their traditional doctrine was well suited for the type of missions
they were expected to undertake in the Falklands. Adherence to this doctrine permitted the
GR.3s to directly contribute to the land campaign on two separate occasions.
4.2.2 FAA and RAF Pilot Training: The Linchpin of Combat Effectiveness
As jet aircraft grew increasingly more complex during the latter half of the twentiethcentury, the training of pilots and aircrew had to better reflect this advancement of aircraft
technology. Placing poorly trained pilots into the cockpits of highly advanced jet fighters will
invariably generate a negative result. Therefore, during peacetime, it was necessary for states to
establish a demanding training regimen that would better prepare aviators on how to effectively
utilize their advanced aircraft for maximum effect if war should arise. The Task Force was
depending upon the superior training of its Sea Harrier and Harrier pilots. The training of Fleet
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Air Arm Sea Harrier and Royal Air Force Harrier pilots was seen as one of the main factors that
allowed the Task Force’s sea-based air power to effectively support the U.K.’s maritime
expeditionary operation in the South Atlantic.290 Compared with Argentine pilots who received
only a minimal amount of training on some of their primary airframes,291 the fixed-wing aviators
of the Task Force were able to draw from the intense instruction they had received. For both air
arms, the average cost for training an individual pilot in the early 1980s was £1.5 million.292 This
substantial investment by the British government in the training of its pilots showcased just how
important these personnel were to military operations.

In 1982, this lengthy and costly

investment proved worthwhile during Operation Corporate’s air campaign.
Sea Harrier pilots, flying an aircraft that was introduced into the Royal Navy’s arsenal
just three years earlier, had to undergo an intense training schedule in order for them to be
qualified to fly this aircraft. Fortunately, their instruction conformed to the RAF Training
sequence that existed during the late 1970s.293 More specifically, prospective pilots had to
achieve over 350 hours of flight training in both trainer aircraft and the Sea Harrier along with an
additional 250 hours of schooling on the ground.294 Upon completion of their training, it was
expected that pilots would average at least 225 hours per year of flying in the Sea Harrier. In
addition, Sea Harrier pilots had to endure the incredibly difficult Air Warfare Instructor (AWI)
School where war-fighting skills and air leadership were taught.295 According to 801 NAS
Squadron Leader Nigel “Sharkey” Ward, the AWI School “made Top Gun look like a
holiday.”296 Training, however, did not end with the full qualification of a pilot to fly the Sea
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Harrier. Some squadrons took it upon themselves to conduct mock aerial engagements with the
aircraft of fellow NATO member countries to better hone their skills. In several of these
encounters, Sea Harriers were able to best high-performance American airframes such as F-5Es,
F-15s, and F-16s.297 This intense peacetime preparation brought Sea Harrier pilots up to an
incredibly high professional standard and provided them a great advantage in aerial engagements
with the land-based aircraft of Argentina. As a result, no Sea Harriers were lost in air-to-air
combat during Operation Corporate.
1(F) Squadron’s Harrier pilots, too, benefitted from a well-structured and professional
training regimen that greatly assisted their performance during the Falklands War. Although
pilots were trained almost exclusively in the ground-attack role and not in air-to-air combat, it
was nevertheless promulgated at the same level of intensity as experienced in the Fleet Air Arm.
If prospective pilots did not satisfactorily meet the training requirements, there would be no
place for them in the cockpit of a Harrier. The unique demands of the Falklands War, however,
necessitated GR.3s and their pilots undergo further training to better prepare them for combat
operations in the South Atlantic. Since these aircraft would be operating from the deck of an
aircraft carrier, it was critical that they partake in training that would better familiarize their
pilots with taking-off and landing from a moving carrier deck. In advance of their deployment to
the South Atlantic, several aircraft of 1(F) Squadron received instruction in the fundamentals of
naval aviation at the Royal Naval Air Station (RNAS) in Yeovilton. While there, pilots practiced
take-offs from a ski-jump that was similar to the ones carried by HMS Hermes and HMS
Invincible.298 In addition, some vertical landing practice was also undertaken.299 Since low-level
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flying was a critical skill that GR.3 pilots had to incorporate into their sorties, a squadron-level
workup in this area was initiated ahead of 1(F)’s departure to the South Atlantic. 300 The
importance of this aspect of training was not lost on one GR.3 pilots when he stated that,
“[u]nless you train to fly really low in peacetime, in war you will stand a good chance of killing
yourself by flying into the ground.”301 Although Harrier losses were high, their specific tasking
required that they fly at exceptionally low altitudes to conduct successful attacks. On two
occasions, proficiency in this area of training contributed directly towards the successful
realization of Operation Corporate’s land campaign.302
The direct relationship between training and performance on the battlefield is
indisputable. Quality of the former had a direct influence on the latter and could mean the
difference between success and defeat. Thankfully, the Task Force’s Sea Harriers and Harriers
benefitted from superior training practices that had been well established in the years prior to the
outbreak of hostilities in the South Atlantic. Before even jumping into the cockpit of a Sea
Harrier, hundreds of hours of flying time and ground school were required to get prospective
pilots to a satisfactory standard. As a result of such high standards, Sea Harriers performed
exceptionally well and suffered no losses in air-to-air combat. RAF Harriers received equally
intensive training for their ground-attack role and underwent preparatory instruction on how to
operate effectively from the deck of an aircraft carrier. Since the air campaign called for the use
of standard low-level tactics by the GR.3s, practice in the area of low altitude flying was also
part of the training regimen. Flight Lieutenant John Leeming of 800 NAS, a former RAF Harrier
pilot flying Sea Harriers for the Fleet Air Arm, aptly summarized the training received by Sea
Harrier and Harrier pilots best when he stated, “in the Royal Air Force we train as hard as any air
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force I know. We try to make things as realistic as possible. We really go for it, we probably
hurt ourselves more in training than we would be hurt in war.”303 Thanks to the realism of
peacetime exercises and instruction, the U.K.’s sea-based air power and its pilots were well
prepared to counter the land-based air power of Argentina in the skies of the South Atlantic.

4.2.3 Jets, Ships, and Soldiers: Interoperability Within Operation Corporate
Undertaking a maritime expeditionary operation requires the employment of air, land,
and naval forces to work in concert with one another. According to the NATO Glossary of Terms
and Definitions, military interoperability is defined as the “ability of military forces to train,
exercise and operate effectively together in the execution of assigned missions and tasks.”304 The
Falklands War proved no exception to this long-held requirement. From April to June 1982, the
Royal Navy, Royal Air Force, and British Army were called upon to pursue a common objective
of recapturing the United Kingdom’s territorial possessions in the South Atlantic following their
seizure by Argentina. For such a campaign to succeed, air power had an important role to play
both in protecting the Task Force by intercepting and destroying Argentine aircraft and through
the provision of support for the land campaign upon its initiation. This was a tall order for the 28
Sea Harrier FRS.1s and ten Harrier GR.3s so hastily delivered to the theatre of operations.
Despite being small in number, both air arms had an advantage in that their doctrines and
training emphasized air-sea and air-land interoperability. Sea Harriers were adept at operating
with their naval brethren and thanks to this effective relationship, several Argentine aircraft were
shot down.

The RAF’s Harriers, however, found themselves operating in an unfamiliar

environment while under the control of the RN.
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arrangement and hindered the Harrier’s effectiveness during Operation Corporate. Issues in the
air-land sphere also contributed to a less effective employment of these ground attack aircraft.
Nevertheless, GR.3s contributed directly to the outcome of the land campaign on two separate
occasions.
The unique nature of sea-based air power necessitates that aircraft and the naval vessels
from which they operate, and to whom they also provide support, demonstrate effective military
interoperability, or “jointness,” with each other. In the South Atlantic, Sea Harrier pilots profited
from years of peacetime experience amassed from the U.K.’s participation in NATO exercises.
Because the main threat to the Task Force and its forthcoming land campaign originated from the
land-based air power of the FAA and COAN, the relationship between ship and naval aviation
had to be an effective one. When factoring in the absence of AEW, however, this link between
the two mediums had to be even stronger. Operation Corporate’s success would be dependent
upon the protection the Task Force’s two aircraft carriers along with the amphibious and troopcarrying ships also brought to the South Atlantic. Thankfully, coordination between air and sea
was demonstrated on several levels. Hermes and Invincible maintained Force Marshalling teams
that consisted of two controllers with one responsible for taking the Sea Harriers out and the
other bringing them back to the carriers.305 When out on CAP, the Task Force’s Type 42
destroyers were charged with controlling the Sea Harriers and vectoring them to intercept
approaching targets because of their long-range radar.306 As a result of this coordination, 1 May
saw the interception and destruction of several Argentine aircraft and then again on 24 May, a
further three were shot down.307 Overall, almost all of the Sea Harrier engagements were the
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result of vectored intercepts provided by ship-based controllers in Action Information Centres
(AICs).308 Without the effective coordination between ship and aircraft, the number of Argentine
aircraft shot down would have been much smaller and losses to the Task Force would certainly
have been more significant.
Once selected to participate in the Falklands War, the Harrier GR.3s of No. 1 (Fighter)
Squadron RAF would display an impressive example of interoperability in the theatre of
operations. RAF aircraft would be operating from RN carriers in support of ground operations
on the Falklands. However, in the shadows of this seemingly simple example of interoperability,
several issues prevented RAF Harriers from being as effective as they could have been in support
of the U.K.’s maritime expeditionary operation. Given that the GR.3s would be operating from
HMS Hermes until a forward airstrip could be established on the Falklands, they fell under the
operational control of TG 317.8 Commander Rear Admiral Woodward.309 Unfortunately for 1(F)
Squadron, there was no RAF officer appointed to Woodward’s staff.310 This would have allowed
Woodward to better utilize his squadron of ground attack Harriers for greater effect. As a result,
the GR.3s were often tasked spontaneously and against low-value targets.311 Another deficiency
was the fact that because Hermes was not an attack carrier, it lacked intelligence facilities,
tasking arrangements, and the mission planning facilities required to properly employ GR.3s in
an offensive support (OS) role. 312

The RN also did not appreciate the importance of

reconnaissance and its relationship to a successful OS sortie. The Operations Record Book for
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1(F) Squadron specifically cited how more use of reconnaissance would have alleviated the
stress of target acquisition for GR.3 pilots throughout the campaign.313 Squadron Leader Jerry
Pook believed added photoreconnaissance only sorties would have allowed for more lucrative
targets to be located and attacked such as the Argentine TPS 43/44 radar.314 Friction between the
RN and the RAF Harriers was not the only difficulty experienced that would ultimately impair
even more successful interoperability.
Interoperability between GR.3s and ground troops following Operation Sutton also
suffered. In order to partake in close air support sorties against Argentine ground positions and
formations, it was necessary for there to be Forward Air Controllers (FACs) embedded with the
ground troops in order to be able to direct the aircraft onto important targets. Traditionally,
FACs were pulled from the ranks of ex-ground attack pilots, but as they became more difficult to
find, non-ground attack aircrews and other personnel were brought in to fill the void.315 When
two of the RAF’s most capable FACs in the South Atlantic were lost, the ability of ground attack
pilots to do their job effectively faced an obstacle.316 Besides the loss of two very skilled FACs,
issues in the realm of technology also conspired to make the already difficult task of CAS more
difficult for GR.3 pilots. Because the Harriers’ communications equipment was of low quality,
to maintain contact with FACs they had to fly as high as 25,000 feet since flying at ultra-low
level (ULL) precluded any communications with the ground whatsoever.317 Occasionally GR.3s
flying at an altitude of 6,000 feet had the ability to sustain communication with the FACs, but it
also opened them up to radar lock by Argentine anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) guns.318 When a
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forward airstrip was established at San Carlos on 5 June, GR.3s still fell victim to poor
communications. There was no secure communications link between HMS Fearless and the
airstrip, so the Air Tasking of the GR.3s took long, thereby defeating the purpose of the forward
airbase.319 Even though the RAF’s V/STOL contributions faced several difficulties in their effort
to provide support to the land campaign, they nevertheless demonstrated their value on two
separate occasions following the amphibious landing on 21 May.
By providing Operation Corporate with a ground attack capability, in the form of ten
RAF Harrier GR.3s, it was expected that they perform attacks on East and West Falkland that
would have a direct contribution towards the successful outcome of the land campaign. Despite
several issues that might have prevented the participation of these aircraft altogether, two attacks
directly had an impact on the outcome of the land battle. On 21 May, shortly after the arrival of
six GR.3s aboard Hermes, two of these aircraft attacked an Argentine helicopter park at Mount
Kent, successfully destroying a Chinook and Puma.320 The loss of these helicopters hampered
the land forces deployed to East Falkland from moving reinforcements to critical areas of the
island.321 Just a week after the landings at San Carlos, the Harriers of 1(F) Squadron once again
proved their worth during the Battle of Goose Green on 28 May. There, troops of 2nd Battalion,
the Parachute Regiment (2PARA) were encountering stiff resistance from a numerically superior
Argentine force whose anti-aircraft guns being used in the anti-personnel role. According to 3rd
Commando Brigade Commander Major General Julian Thompson, the Harriers at Goose Green
did turn the tide. 2PARA were stuck on a forward slope, in daylight, being engaged by 35 mm AAA at
2000 metres range, something to which they had absolutely no answer. Suddenly, like cavalry to the rescue
out of the sky, came three Harriers which promptly took out those guns and turned the tide of the battle.322
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Major Chris Keeble, acting commander of 2PARA and another witness to the Harriers’ attack,
recalled how after the guns were destroyed, “there was a marked slackening in the fighting,
which had gone on very fiercely the whole day” and now “we had demonstrated that we could
bring in the Harriers to attack his positions surgically.”323 The next morning, following this
impressive display of CAS, Argentine forces in the Goose Green area surrendered to a British
force half their size.
The Task Force’s ability to exhibit critical military interoperability between all three
branches was a major advantage for it in the South Atlantic. Cooperation between Sea Harriers
and vessels of the Task Force had already been well established during peacetime exercises
within the NATO alliance. Since AEW not able to participate in the conflict, this relationship
was called upon to provide the U.K.’s maritime expeditionary operation with an ability to check
the land-based air power of the FAA and COAN. A direct result of this effective partnership was
the downing of several Argentine aircraft. Although several vessels were still lost because of the
absence of AEW, the Sea Harriers prevented these losses from being any higher. Unlike the
RN’s Sea Harriers, the GR.3s of 1(F) Squadron encountered friction relative to interoperability.
Hermes was not set up to operate ground attack aircraft, photoreconnaissance was not understood
by the RN as a valuable enterprise, and coordination with ground forces was less than ideal
because of issues with FACs and communications. Despite this long list, GR.3s succeeded in
supporting the ground campaign on two key occasions. Argentine air mobility was reduced
thanks to the 21 May attack on the helicopter park at Mount Kent and the outcome of the Battle
of Goose Green on 28/29 May was a success for 2PARA thanks to a well-timed appearance by
GR.3s. The Task Force’s sea-based air power, according, Robert W. Duffner, was “one essential
element of an effective combined force” and “played a key role in determining both victory and
323
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defeat”324 in the 1982 Falklands War. For the U.K., air power’s interoperability with land and
naval forces was clearly a major factor in its ability to effectively support a maritime
expeditionary operation in the South Atlantic.
4.3 MILITARY TECHNOLOGY AND AERIAL INTELLIGENCE
4.3.1 British Aerospace (BAe) Sea Harrier FRS.1: V/STOL’s Triumph in South Atlantic
Skies
Particular military aircraft have long carried the ability to define the wars in which they
served as a result of their aerial exploits against enemies in the air, on land, or at sea. The 1982
Falklands War was no different due to the performances of the Task Force’s small number of RN
Sea Harrier FRS.1s and RAF Harrier GR.3s in supporting Operation Corporate from the air.
What made the Royal Navy Sea Harrier’s performance against Argentina’s air assets in the South
Atlantic even more impressive was that it was not a conventional, high-performance, air
superiority fighter aircraft.325 Instead, it was a V/STOL jet that did not require a large fleet
aircraft carrier with a CATOBAR (catapult assisted take-off, barrier arrested recovery)
capability. This evolution in aircraft development, though untested in combat prior to 1982,
nevertheless proved effective in supporting a maritime expeditionary operation during the South
Atlantic Campaign. Coupled with the expert training of Fleet Air Arm pilots326 and the advanced
AIM-9L “Sidewinder” AAM,327 Sea Harriers were decisive in aerial combat. Despite being
designed for a different type of air-to-air engagement, FRS.1s were still able to dominate their
Argentine adversaries due to several unique characteristics of the SHAR, including its
324
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manoeuvrability, size, and all-weather capability.
The development of a naval derivative of the RAF’s Harrier GR.3 airframe328 came about
during the 1970s as a result of the U.K.’s decision to move away from large fleet aircraft carriers
in addition to the RN’s doctrinal requirements requiring naval aviation to protect the fleet from
attack by Soviet maritime aircraft in the North Atlantic. In 1979 the first Sea Harrier, with its
revolutionary Pegasus Mk 104 vectored-thrust turbofan engine (capable of 21,500 lbs. of thrust),
a strike radius of 288 miles, and a maximum level airspeed of 736 mph,329 was delivered to the
RN. While the Sea Harrier was designed to undertake air interception (including fighter role),
reconnaissance, as well as strike and ground-attack missions,330 its primary objective was to
intercept long-range Soviet Tupolev Tu-95 “Bear” maritime reconnaissance and data link
aircraft.331 The main threat posed to RN vessels operating in the North Atlantic during hostilities
with Soviet and Warsaw Pact forces was not the armament of a single Tu-95, but rather, its
operations in coordination with ASM armed surface ships and submarines.332 However, the Sea
Harrier in its development phase was required to take into account potential air-to-air
engagements with other types of Soviet long-range bombers, attack aircraft, and carrier-based
fighters. Included among the Soviet aircraft the Sea Harriers were expected to encounter in the
North Atlantic were the Tu-16 “Badger,” Tu-22 “Backfire,” Sukhoi Su-24 “Fencer,” and the
V/STOL Yakovlev Yak-38 “Forger.” 333 Standoff ASMs carried by some of these aircraft
presented RN vessels with another hazard in addition to the Soviet surface and subsurface attack.
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Nevertheless, it was these additional performance demands that contributed to the Sea Harrier’s
impressive conduct during the Falklands War.
Success in air combat requires the effective manifestation of several different, yet equally
important and interrelated factors. Pilot training, along with the armament and range of an
aircraft, are significant considerations, even though they are unable to dictate the conduct of a
dogfight in isolation. The factors having the most influence on the combat potential of an
aircraft in a one-on-one engagement, however, are the manoeuvring and performance
characteristics of an individual airframe.334 For the Sea Harrier, its advantages in manoeuvring
and performance at low and medium altitudes—which stemmed from its superb slow-speed
handling characteristics335—gave it a decisive edge over contemporary aircraft. Prior to the
Falklands War, Sea Harriers demonstrated this superiority in air-to-air combat when they
undertook mock combat against and bested high-performance USAF and USN aircraft such as
the Northrop F-5 “Tiger II,” Grumman F-14 “Tomcat,” McDonnell Douglas F-15 “Eagle,”
General Dynamics F-16 “Viper,” and McDonnell Douglas F-4 “Phantom II.”336 Although the
Pegasus Mk 104 engine gave the Sea Harrier an ability to further increase its manoeuvrability at
medium and low altitudes by performing “vectoring in forward flight” (VIFF),337 this was never
utilized in the Falklands338 since most intercepts of Argentine aircraft were not classic dogfights.
Instead, they took place from the “six o’clock” position.339 Nevertheless, Argentina failed to
anticipate just how dangerous the Task Force’s V/STOL aircraft would be, and paid a heavy
price during the conflict.
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Despite the capabilities of the Sea Harrier having been demonstrated in numerous
practice exercises before 1982, it was still not seen as a substantial threat to Argentine aircraft in
the South Atlantic. In particular, Argentine Mirage III pilots underestimated the British aircraft’s
superb manoeuvrability prior to their first air-to-air engagement with the nimble Sea Harriers on
1 May.340 Throughout the day, Sea Harriers managed to shoot down two Mirage IIIs, one Dagger
(Israeli-produced version of the Mirage V), and one English Electric Canberra.341 As a result of
this single-day air battle, the FAA prohibited its Mirage IIIs from engaging Sea Harriers in air-toair combat and instead relegated them to mainland air defence against possible future Vulcan
attacks.342 As a consequence of the Sea Harrier’s dominance in the opening phase of the air war,
Argentine fighter-bombers and bombers were in an even more disadvantageous position. Since
their Mirage III fighter escorts were, for the most part, restricted to mainland air defence,
Argentine Daggers and Skyhawks were forced to fly unescorted to attack the Task Force and
other targets in the Falklands. Some Argentine fighter-bomber pilots stated, “[w]e knew very
well we could not outmanoeuvre the Sea Harrier” and “were briefed to avoid dogfights and
escape at low level and alone.”343 However, this tactic played right into the hands of the highly
trained British naval aviators, with their manoeuvrable airframe, and potent Sidewinder
armament.
At first glance, the Sea Harrier FRS.1 does not appear markedly different from
contemporary aircraft of the early 1980s. Despite its advanced vectored thrust engine, the SHAR
had, just like aircraft of the time, a conventional tail, swept wings, and control surfaces.
However, the Sea Harrier itself was a comparatively small airframe and it was this characteristic
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that aided it throughout Operation Corporate. Compared with the dimensions of the F-14
Tomcat (wingspan: 34 feet while in the swept position, length: 62 feet, and height: sixteen feet)
and the Mirage III (wingspan: 27 feet, length: 50 feet, and height fifteen feet), the Sea Harrier
was notably smaller (wingspan: 25 feet, length: 46 feet, and height: eleven feet).344 Because of
its relatively small profile, Argentine pilots reported during the war that this, together with the
aircraft’s light-coloured paint scheme, made it hard to visually detect in the sky. 345 As a result of
this inability to spot the British aircraft, most of the Argentine pilots shot down between 1 May
and 14 June had no idea there was an enemy plane behind them.346 Another factor that greatly
aided the Sea Harrier’s minimalist profile in air combat was that the exhaust from the Pegasus
Mk 104 engine was smoke-free.347 This lack of smoke made it extremely difficult for Argentine
pilots to locate a Sea Harrier CAP at long-range, meaning the advantage was firmly in the hands
of British pilots when it came time to engage in a dogfight.
In addition to the Sea Harrier’s superb manoeuvrability and small profile, its airframe had
the unique ability to undertake combat sorties even in the most adverse weather conditions. In
the “Roaring Forties” of the South Atlantic, the environment faced by the RN vessels and aircraft
was often harsh and unforgiving. Fortunately for the versatile Sea Harrier, it went into the
conflict with the vertical landing (VL) capability that permitted the launch and recovery of
sorties in weather that typically would have grounded conventional carrier-based jet aircraft. 348
Prior to the delivery of the first Sea Harrier to the Royal Navy in 1979, trials and simulations
showed that it was possible to recover the aircraft in exceptionally poor weather conditions.
These trials and simulations confirmed the ability to vertically retrieve the aircraft with a 200344
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foot cloud-base and a 0.5 NM visibility.349 Unlike USN Nimitz-class fleet carriers and their
conventional, high-performance fighter and strike aircraft, the RN’s VL Sea Harrier had an
advantage in all-weather performance. During the NATO Exercise “Alloy Express” off the coast
of Norway in early 1982, this was acutely displayed when Sea Harriers of 801 NAS were
repeatedly launched and recovered in weather that aircraft aboard the Nimitz-class carriers found
too risky to launch in.350 These large-scale NATO exercises, and the daring of British naval
aviators to test their airframes in harsh environments previously thought to be insurmountable,
paid dividends during the Falklands War.
The ability to land vertically was an important advantage held by the Task Force during
the conflict. No longer was an aircraft carrier required to sail into the wind as a means of safely
launching and recovering its complement of aircraft.351 Instead, a hovering Sea Harrier could
match the speed and heading of its host carrier for an accurate deck landing. In the Falklands,
cloud bases of 100 to 200 feet and a horizontal visibility of 0.5 NM or less were typical, yet Sea
Harriers utilized their VL, in conjunction with the aircraft’s Blue Fox radar, to approach an
aircraft carrier and safely land. 352 In one instance during the conflict, a Sea Harrier sortie was
recovered with a horizontal visibility of only 200 feet.353 Recovery of conventional aircraft in
this type of weather, at the time, was unthinkable and further showcased just how crucial the Sea
Harrier was to the success of Operation Corporate. More specifically, this all-weather capability
contributed substantially towards an impressive sortie generation rate 354 that was critical in
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countering the numerical advantage in aircraft held by Argentina.355 Had the Sea Harrier been
incapable of undertaking sorties when the weather turned for the worse, it is not difficult to draw
the conclusion that more Argentine air sorties would have avoided interception and this would
have led to the loss of more RN, RFA, and STUFT vessels.
From the opening salvo of the air war on 1 May 1982, until the Argentine surrender on 14
June 1982, British Aerospace (BAe) Sea Harrier FRS.1s charged with supporting the Task Force
from the air proved an invaluable asset. Before its baptism of fire in the South Atlantic, this
unproven aircraft was looked upon with scepticism by some,356 but it emerged from the South
Atlantic with an excellent reputation because of its performance against a numerically superior
and skilled adversary some 8,000 miles from the United Kingdom. Although the SHAR was
designed with the intention to fulfil a different mission with the Royal Navy, its versatility
offered the Task Force an effective fixed-wing defensive and offensive capability. The Sea
Harrier’s exceptional manoeuvrability and handling at slow speed afforded it a clear advantage
over frontline Argentine fighters and fighter-bombers in aerial combat at low and medium
altitudes. Its profile also added to the aircraft’s overall effectiveness in air combat since it was
very difficult to spot in the sky. Augmented by its capacity to land vertically, the Sea Harrier’s
all-weather capability facilitated combat sorties in unfavourable weather conditions that would
have grounded conventional carrier aircraft. This, coupled with expert serviceability of the small
number of airframes, 357 permitted an impressive sortie generation rate to be achieved that
successfully countered Argentina’s numerical advantage in aircraft.
4.3.2 AIM-9L “Sidewinder” Air-to-Air Missile (AAM): Dogfighting Simplified
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Throughout history, weapons of war have been invented, improved, and continuously
adapted to meet the changing demands of combat. Military technology alone, however, does not
win wars, but when placed in the capable of hands of well-trained military personnel and married
to a suitable platform, the combination can prove decisive. During the Falklands War, a union of
the Royal Navy’s professionally trained pilots and the versatile V/STOL Sea Harrier, with the
advanced AIM-9L “Sidewinder” AAM, proved decisive in aerial engagements with Argentine
aircraft. Part of the reason for the dominance of the British in air-to-air combat with Argentine
fighters, fighter-bombers, and bombers was the American-made Sidewinder. Its success was due
to advances that differentiated it from prior iterations of the AIM-9 family of AAMs which,
when coupled with the Argentine deficiencies exhibited during the air campaign, resulted in the
Sidewinders having a very high success rate in the skies above the Falkland Islands. Though the
missile was but one factor in the overall success of Operation Corporate, it nevertheless directly
influenced the conduct of the Task Force’s maritime expeditionary operation.
With a speed of 1,980 miles per hour (at 40,000 feet), a 25-pound high-explosive
warhead, a range of 11 miles,358 and a price of £100,000 per missile,359 the “Lima” variant of
Sidewinder, which found itself slung under the wings of Royal Navy Sea Harriers, was not
markedly different externally from its predecessor the 9G, or “Golf.” However, 9L was more
agile, had a superior infra-red heat-seeker, could engage targets flying closer to the ground, and
also possessed a limited head-on capability.360 In fact, there were no successful air-to-air kills in
the latter category during the conflict because of a technical fault361 and that most Sea Harrier
358
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intercepts of Argentine aircraft were from behind.362 In addition to these capabilities, what the
9L revolutionized in the conduct of air-to-air combat was that it could lock onto enemy aircraft
from virtually any angle,363 not just from directly behind as had been the case for previous
iterations of AAMs. Traditionally, pilots using older versions of Sidewinder were required to
manoeuvre directly behind and onto the “six o’clock” of an enemy aircraft, at which point a
missile lock could be acquired from the jet engine’s strong heat signature. With the development
of the more advanced Lima variant, pilots no longer needed to manoeuvre themselves directly
behind their opponent. Instead, the smaller heat signature of a turning Mirage or Skyhawk
would be more than enough for the 9L to lock on. Regrettably for the British, the Task Force
and its Sea Harriers initially sailed towards Ascension Island and the South Atlantic armed only
with the 9G, although this was eventually resolved by a call to a friend.
Because the Argentine invasion of the Falklands on 2 April 1982 was a total surprise, the
U.K. at that point had no inventory of the AIM-9L for use by the Royal Navy or the Royal Air
Force. Instead, Hermes, Invincible, and RFA Resource went to war armed with 30, 40, and 33
missiles of the 9G variant, respectively.364 As a result of the Lima’s reputation as a superior
missile to the Golf, there were requests by Sea Harrier pilots—including 801 NAS Commander
Nigel ‘Sharkey’ Ward—for orders of the 9L from the United States to be expedited.365 An initial
request was sent to the U.S. for an additional 100 Lima versions of the AIM-9 that were to be
divided up unequally between Hermes and Invincible.366 Upon receiving the first batch of 9Ls at
Ascension Island from the U.S., however, shortages of these weapons became a constant worry
362
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and occasionally a reality that the Task Force had to contend with as it operated in the TEZ. A
shortfall of missiles was anticipated once hostilities opened in the South Atlantic367 and Sea
Harrier pilots of the FAA were advised to conserve their supply of 9Ls by firing one missile at a
time against each target368 they encountered on a given sortie. Eventually—with the assistance of
air-to-air refuelling of RAF C-130 Hercules transport aircraft—aerial resupply of the critical
“Lima” Sidewinder to the Task Force from Ascension Island was achieved on 23 May just as the
missile shortage was becoming critical.369
Following the end of hostilities in the South Atlantic on 14 June 1982, it became possible
to properly assess the effectiveness of the Fleet Air Arm’s most recent addition to its arsenal.
The air-to-air success rate for the Sea Harriers that fired their AIM-9Ls during the war was
impressive given that this was such a new and technologically advanced missile. Of the 23
successful missile firings, which took place between the opening of the air campaign on 1 May
and the Argentine surrender on 14 June 1982, 19 kills were achieved, resulting in an 82%
success rate against Argentine aircraft of various types.370 Blending this score into the overall
tally of British air-to-air victories during the war meant that 79% of the 24 total kills371 obtained
by RN Sea Harriers were a result of Sidewinder. That same year in the Middle East, AIM-9Ls
also proved their worth in the hands of the IAF as they challenged Syrian aircraft over Lebanon.
IAF jet aircraft, when employing Sidewinder, achieved a success rate of roughly 80%372 when
faced with large numbers of Soviet-supplied high-performance jet aircraft of the Syrian Air
367
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Force.

The similarity in performance of AIM-9L in the South Atlantic and Middle East

demonstrated the reliability and effectiveness of the weapon at that point in history, thereby
reinforcing its reputation as a decisive weapon in air-to-air combat.
The decisiveness of Sidewinder during the aerial campaign over the South Atlantic
contributed directly to the success of Operation Corporate in 1982. The high-speed of the
weapon, its wide aspect engagement capability, and reliability, coupled with the Sea Harrier
platform and the exceptional training of RN pilots, proved too much for FAA and COAN pilots.
Naval Lieutenant, Benito Rotolo, stated that the “Sea Harrier plus the Sidewinder L was a very
bad system for us, a very good system for the British.”373 Rear Admiral Sandy Woodward also
highlighted the critical importance of the Sidewinder to the Task Force’s conduct of a maritime
expeditionary operation when he stated, “without those AIM 9L the Sea Harriers would not have
been good enough.”374 Captain Jeremy Black of HMS Invincible echoed Woodward’s view on
the importance of “outstanding” AIM-9L as a key component “of an unbeatable set,” consisting
of the Sea Harrier and its expertly trained pilots.375 Some RN pilots valued the serviceability and
performance of their 9Ls so much so that they often brought the missile seeker heads with them
to their bunks, but this was actually only because of the need to dry out the electronics.376
Overall, the AIM-9L Sidewinder was a critical addition to the carrier-borne Sea Harriers of the
Task Force and afforded this small fleet of aircraft a decided edge over their numericallysuperior Argentine opponents in air-to-air combat.

4.3.3 Enter Pinochet’s Chile: A Dictatorship With Benefits
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As the Task Force was setting sail from the United Kingdom destined for the South
Atlantic in early April 1982, it was effectively “blind in one eye.” This limitation stemmed from
two areas critical to air power’s ability to support a maritime expeditionary operation: military
technology—more specifically AEW—and aerial intelligence. The former, as previously stated,
became a victim of the power of the purse with the RN’s decision to scrap its remaining
CATOBAR light fleet carriers during the 1970s. 377 The latter, however, had to do with
geography in the conflict along with the lack of mission-purpose, carrier-borne, and long-range
reconnaissance aircraft capable of gathering intelligence on Argentine air assets based on the
Falklands and mainland Argentina. Due to this lack of aerial intelligence gathering ability, Rear
Admiral Woodward, Task Group 317.8 Commander, and his subordinates were forced to
initially rely upon intelligence gleaned from copies of Jane’s All the World’s Aircraft along with
whatever information could be provided by military and civilian attachés.378 Despite severe
shortcomings in both areas, the British nevertheless sought out ways to limit this disadvantage.
These efforts were greatly aided by a South American state neighbouring western Argentina that
also happened to be under the boot of military dictatorship: Augusto Pinochet’s Chile.
Chile’s efforts to covertly support the U.K.’s efforts to retrieve the Falkland Islands
resulted from long-standing tensions between Chile and Argentina primarily over a territorial
dispute at the southern tip of South America. The territory in question was the Beagle Channel
that connected the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and served as the southern border separating the
two countries. Following arbitration talks over the Beagle Channel, and the subsequent British
decision to vote for Chile on the matter on 25 January 1978, the two neighbours mobilized their
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forces and nearly went to war.379 Only the mediation of the Catholic Church and the diplomatic
efforts of the United States eventually paved the way for an agreement to be signed by the two
countries pledging not to wage war and demobilize forces along the disputed region on 8 January
1979.380 Despite hostilities between the two countries having been put temporarily on hold in
1979, the Argentine invasion of the Falklands served as a catalyst for Pinochet to realize that
Argentina’s territorial expansionist aims in Latin America had not been quelled. Therefore,
those in the Chilean leadership and military had a vested strategic interest in a British victory
since they believed if Argentina was successful in holding the Falklands, their attention would be
once again turned against the Beagle Channel in a few weeks time.381 A military victory for the
British in the Falklands meant Chile would not have to fight Argentina so it was a necessity for
the Task Force to be provided with Chilean covert assistance.
The Task Force’s lack of an AEW capability, in the form of an organic carrier-borne
platform such as the Fairey Gannet AEW3, or a land-based aircraft such as the AWACS,
increased the threat to U.K. vessels in the TEZ from Argentine aircraft. The presence of these
integral warning systems would have permitted a more efficient employment of the Task Force’s
meagre Sea Harrier complement in order to intercept attacking Argentine aircraft and protect the
RN’s aircraft carriers. Despite this crucial gap, the Chilean military offered vital covert support
in various forms throughout the duration of the conflict.

Among the most important

contributions to the British war effort, and minimizing the impact of the missing AEW
capability, was permitting RAF personnel to analyse radar, signals, and electronic intelligence
from the Punta Arenas airbase in southern Chile.
RAF Wing Commander and Air Attaché Sidney Edwards, having been sent to Chile to
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pursue a cooperative arrangement between the two countries, was given permission by General
Fernando Matthei, Commander-in-Chief of the Fuerza Aérea de Chile (FACh), to analyze
intelligence from Punta Arenas and transmit information to Task Force Headquarters in
Northwood via secure satellite communications.382 Although this co-operation between Britain
and Chile did not completely fill the void left by the RN’s lack of an AEW system, it was
nevertheless an intelligence coup that did succeed in affording the Task Force a form of landbased early warning. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher, speaking seventeen years after the war,
highlighted the importance of Chile’s assistance in the area of early warning:
During the Falklands War the Chilean air force was commanded by the father of Senator Evelyn Matthei,
here with us this evening. He gave us early warning of [Argentinian] air attacks which allowed the task
force to take defensive action. The value of the intelligence was proved when it stopped. One day, near the
end of the conflict, the Chilean long-range radar had to be switched off for overdue maintenance. That same
day - Tuesday 8th June, a date etched in my heart - Argentinean planes attacked and destroyed our ships the
Sir Galahad and Sir Tristram. They were landing ships with many people aboard and they left us with
heavy casualties.383

It is clear, from Prime Minister Thatcher’s heartfelt gratitude for Chile’s covert assistance in the
area of early warning, just how integral this support was in keeping RN, RFA and STUFT
vessels aware of an impending attack in the absence of an AEW platform. Support by Chile
from within the country’s borders and airspace, however, might not have been the only aid
provided to the U.K. during the conflict.
Another method by which the U.K. possibly obtained a form of early warning, albeit
lesser known and more speculative than other aspects of British-Chilean co-operation,384 was the
insertion of Special Forces units into Argentina from neighbouring Chile to observe Argentine
airfields. Unfortunately, archival materials that would likely shed light on this secretive aspect
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of the war have been granted an exception to the “thirty-year rule” and will remain closed for
another ten years. However, there is a belief385 that small numbers of SAS or Special Boat
Squadron (SBS) personnel, equipped with portable satellite communications, outside of major
airbases in the south of Argentina (such as Rio Grande where the lethal, Exocet-armed Super
Étendards were based), would have added yet another dimension to British efforts to warn the
Task Force of incoming aerial attack. The Chiefs of Defence Staff left open the possibility for
Special Forces to operate on mainland Argentina386 and this might well have paved the way for
an agreement with the Chilean government, and their military, to ignore the movement of Special
Forces personnel from Chile into Argentina.
Further evidence supports the likelihood of covert British observation of mainland
Argentine airbases having taken place during the war. Ken Connor, a former member of the
SAS, stated that a small SAS team was sent to Chile with portable electronic equipment to
monitor Argentine aircraft taking-off from the mainland.387 The monitoring of Argentine aircraft,
using little more than unspecified man-portable electronic equipment from the relative safety of
Chile, does not stand up to close scrutiny on its own. However, it was entirely conceivable that
the aim of these SAS men was to eventually cross the lengthy border into Argentina and use this
equipment (most likely satellite radio communications) to warn the Task Force of outbound
combat sorties. A perplexing signal from HMS Fearless, flagship of the Amphibious Task
Group (ATG), to Royal Marines Base Poole (RM Poole), where SBS units were based in the
U.K., might indicate how this possible border crossing was to be achieved.
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Point two of the 28 April signal from Fearless to RM Poole stated that “FOR OC [Officer
Commanding] 1SBS. PLEASE LET ME KNOW WHEN YOU COULD SPARE 2–4 MEN
FOR HANG GLIDING COURSE.” 388 Although this signal refers to the SBS, not the SAS, and
seemingly deals with a training exercise, some suspicion arises from it. The fact that Fearless
sent this signal, while steaming southward to the South Atlantic, and would occupy itself with
the training of a small section of its forces back in the U.K. during hostilities appears odd, but a
careful glance at a geographical map of the southern half of South America presents a plausible
scenario. The Andes mountain range, running over 4,000 miles from the north to the south of
South America, separates Chile from Argentina. Among the section of the range separating
these neighbours are numerous high peaks, which, under ideal conditions, could have served as
starting points for hang gliders to launch from Chile into Argentina. Although this method of
insertion appears as though it was ripped from the pages of a spy novel, it nevertheless presents
one plausible scenario for how British Special Forces may have infiltrated Argentina.
The most concrete evidence of Special Forces operations having taken place on the
Argentine mainland comes from the ill-fated Operations Plum Duff and Mikado. The loss of
HMS Sheffield on 4 May 1982389 to an air-launched AM.39 “Exocet” ASM revealed just how
vulnerable RN, RFA, and STUFT vessels were to air attack and air-launched “stand-off”
weapons in the absence of AEW. The threat posed by COAN naval aircraft, particularly the
French-made Super Étendard and its Exocet ASMs, triggered U.K. military architects to plan for
overt action against the Rio Grande airbase where these aircraft were situated.

The raid,

codenamed Operation Mikado, would have seen two C-130 “Hercules” aircraft—filled with the
men of B Squadron, SAS—“crash-land” onto the Rio Grande airbase runway where these forces
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would disembark, destroy the Super Étendards, kill any pilots they found, and either exfiltrate
via the C-130s (if not destroyed during the operation) or by foot fifty miles west to the Chilean
border.390 Prior to this main event, however, Operation Plum Duff, a close target reconnaissance
mission of the airbase, was given the go ahead by Prime Minister Thatcher’s War Cabinet.391
Unfortunately, the Sea King encountered bad weather, disembarked its small SAS force inside
Chile, and then flew to another landing site where it was ditched and its crew surrendered to
Chilean authorities.392 Eventually, Operation Mikado was scrapped, but both it and Plum Duff
demonstrated yet another attempt by the U.K. to compensate for its deficiency with respect to
AEW.
Access to timely aerial intelligence in the South Atlantic was something that would have
greatly supported the employment of the small contingent of Sea Harriers and Harriers destined
for combat in the South Atlantic. Instead, much like AEW, aerial intelligence was initially
critically deficient as the Task Force sailed to, and eventually entered, the TEZ in April 1982.
This shortcoming had to do primarily with the inability of the RN’s two aircraft carriers to carry
long-range, carrier-based reconnaissance aircraft. More importantly, geographic considerations
of the theatre of operations meant the sheer distances involved in the South Atlantic Campaign
excluded effective involvement by land-based aircraft. Britain also possessed no advanced, ultra
long-range reconnaissance aircraft, such as the American SR-71 or U-2, and no military spy
satellites. As stated earlier, Ascension Island, though critical as a FOB for the Task Force, was
some 3,500 miles from the theatre of operations. Again, there is evidence suggesting that, just
like in the area of AEW, Pinochet’s Chile came to the aid of the U.K. and allowed RAF
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reconnaissance aircraft to operate from Chilean airbases.
Among the RAF photographic reconnaissance (PR) aircraft believed to have secretly
operated from Chile during the war were the English Electric Canberra PR.9s of No. 39
Squadron and at least one Hawker Siddeley Nimrod Maritime Patrol Aircraft (MPA).393 The
Operations Record Book for No. 39 Squadron RAF was still being held in the MoD archives at
the time of the author’s visit to The National Archives in November 2011. The secretive nature
of this squadron’s reconnaissance operations from Chile, if they did indeed take place, is the
likely reason why these documents are still being held by the MoD. It was believed that the
Canberras of No. 39 Squadron made their way to Punta Arenas in Chile via Belize, after being
painted in Chilean Air Force markings, and from there they began conducting reconnaissance
missions over the South Atlantic on 10 April 1982.394 Some of these aircraft might also have
been equipped with oblique cameras capable of photographing Argentine military installations
from Chilean airspace.395 Some of the most important installations for these reconnaissance
aircraft to photograph were the Argentine airbases in the south of the country. Instead of being
forced to rely upon information from copies of Jane’s All the World’s Aircraft, the order of battle
for the FAA and COAN could be accurately determined and geographically defined. Minutes
from Chiefs of Defence Staff meetings, which took place throughout the war, support this
thinking. These minutes not only highlighted U.K. attempts at checking on the availability of
Chilean airfields,396 but also of discussions with Santiago about Canberra PR.7s397 and Canberra
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“PR.”398 Although these minutes are light on specific details regarding Chile’s response to
queries about its airfields and the deploying of RAF-crewed aircraft, the fact that Chile and the
Canberras featured prominently within the text lends more weight to this line of thought.
Overall, covert assistance provided to the Task Force by Chile during the Falklands War
proved crucial in mitigating several gaps in the aerial campaign conducted by the Royal Navy’s
tactical, sea-based air power in support of Operation Corporate.

In the area of military

technology—more specifically AEW—the lack of a carrier-borne platform capable of detecting
incoming aerial threats did put the ships and aircraft of the Task Force at a severe disadvantage.
Fortunately for the British, this surveillance gap was partially filled when General Matthei
granted them the use of his Chilean Air Force facilities in Punta Arenas, thereby giving the Task
Force a form of land-based early warning. The probable deployment of British Special Forces to
mainland Argentina—aimed at providing yet another layer of early warning—would have been
impossible to undertake without Chilean support or willful ignorance. Finally, U.K. aerial
intelligence gathering—a critical requirement for making the most efficient use of the limited
number of Sea Harriers against a numerically superior enemy—might also have been boosted by
Chile by allowing RAF Canberra and Nimrod aircraft to operate from Chilean airbases.
Unfortunately, there is no clear consensus on whether British Special Forces observed Argentine
airbases or whether RAF reconnaissance aircraft operated from Chile during the war. Some of
the evidence does point to both having occurred, although the necessary documents and records
required to prove or disprove this line of thought are to remain classified for another ten years.
This continued withholding of information only adds to the mystery regarding the full extent of
British-Chilean co-operation during the Falklands War.
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4.3.4 Satellite Intelligence: Britain’s “Paper Tiger” of the Falklands War
When the Soviet Union launched Sputnik into orbit around the Earth on 4 October 1957,
it signalled that the medium of space was ripe for exploitation by civilians and militaries of the
world. Space added another dimension that could be employed alongside air, sea, and land
forces in military operations. The applicability of space to the realm of aerial intelligence
presented sophisticated militaries with the ability to gather photographic intelligence
(PHOTINT) of an adversary in an even more clandestine manner. Instead of violating another
nation’s airspace via high-altitude over flights using high-speed and ultra long-range
reconnaissance aircraft such as the U-2 or SR-71, PHOTINT satellites could undertake the same
mission from the relative safety of space. The employment of satellites in a reconnaissance role
could directly influence the strategic, operational, and tactical outcomes of war by giving air, sea,
and land forces access to information on the size, type, and disposition of enemy forces. In the
context of the Falklands War and its air campaign, however, the United Kingdom did not possess
any PHOTINT satellites of its own,399 and instead had to rely on American assistance in this area
of questionable quality.
Next to the absence of AEW, the unimpressive contribution of PHOTINT was yet
another deficiency hindering a more effective support of the Task Force’s maritime
expeditionary operation by RN and RAF sea-based air power.

Although Chile may have

provided some assistance in this area,400 RN Sea Harriers and RAF Harriers were still at a
disadvantage with respect to knowledge of the enemy location, or their numbers, prior to
undertaking sorties in the TEZ. As a result of this information gap, there were requests by the
U.K., under the broader umbrella of American assistance during Operation Corporate, for the
399
400
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U.S. to increase coverage over the South Atlantic by its military satellites.401 Strangely, the U.S.
delivered some satellite intelligence to Argentina, but these images were provided by a
LANDSAT satellite belonging to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
because of a pre-existing agreement with Argentina.402 Fortunately for the United Kingdom,
these images were of such poor quality and they gave the Argentines no discernible advantage
during the Falklands War.403 SR-71 and U-2 reconnaissance flights over the region were also to
be requested from the U.S.,404 but whether these missions were undertaken remains uncertain.
The distances separating USAF airbases in the northern hemisphere from the Falklands would
have required any SR-71 or U-2 reconnaissance sorties to be able to refuel in a friendly nation or
rely on AAR to cover such a long distance.

Confirmation of such missions having been

undertaken by the Americans will likely remain undetermined for another ten years when
relevant intelligence documents are scheduled to be declassified.

For military satellites,

however, there is much more certainty regarding their employment during the Falklands War.
Unfortunately, as it pertains to the prosecution of Operation Corporate’s air campaign, the
importance of this intelligence—more specifically PHOTINT—was minimal and negligible.
Changing a satellite’s orbital track, to facilitate passing over a different area, requires the
use of the spacecraft’s limited fuel resources in order to achieve a desirable orbit. Such changes
in satellite tasking was undertaken by the Americans to help fill the gap left by the U.K.’s poor
aerial intelligence-gathering capability on several occasions during the Falklands War.
Throughout late March and early April 1982, two American KH-11 reconnaissance satellites
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(1980-10A and 1981-85A) had their orbits adjusted during the conflict so that they passed over
important military installations in southern Argentina, including Comodoro Rivadavia and Rio
Gallegos.405 Also surveyed during this period was the island of East Falkland406 where the capital
of Port Stanley was located and the majority of Argentine military forces in the Falkland Islands
were situated. Noticeably absent from this list of locations was the Rio Grande airbase where
COAN Super Étendard aircraft were located throughout the entire war. Nevertheless, the value
of these various satellite reconnaissance missions over South America and the Falklands was
virtually zero. This was owed in part to the overcast weather that typically enveloped the South
Atlantic at that time of year,407 but also of delays in getting the images to Northwood and the
Task Force. Commander Robert Denton Green, an Intelligence Staff Officer to Commander-inChief, Fleet HQ (Headquarters), Northwood, reinforced how disappointingly unimportant the
satellite imagery received from the United States was for the overall conduct of Operation
Corporate:
All this business about satellites providing wonderful instant coverage round the clock is absolute rubbish
especially if you’ve got bad weather and it’s dark. We were given occasional snapshots, which were quite
useless as they were too old. It’s no good knowing that the 25 de Mayo aircraft carrier was in harbour
twenty-four hours ago.408

Satellite PHOTINT, although generously provided by the U.S. to the U.K., despite the cost
and impact on its own intelligence-gathering capability, proved to be a “paper tiger” that
undermined the conduct of Operation Corporate in terms of the tactical, sea-based air power
tasked with supporting its prosecution.

The belief of the Chiefs of Staff that American

reconnaissance satellites would help to fill the gap left by the U.K.’s deficiency in this area of
modern warfare was misguided because the capabilities of this technology and the conditions in
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the South Atlantic contributed to its ineffectiveness. Due to the lacklustre contribution of
satellite imagery in the broader sphere of aerial intelligence, it was difficult—if not impossible—
for the Task Force’s air planners and pilots to accurately determine the exact order of battle or
the disposition of Argentina’s air assets.

In an aerial confrontation against a numerically

superior foe, knowledge of the size, composition, and location of an enemy’s air capability is
crucial. But as the United Kingdom demonstrated, it was not an absolute requirement for
victory.

4.4 ADAPTABILITY AND SERVICEABILITY
4.4.1 Modified by Necessity: Adapting RAF Harrier GR.3s for South Atlantic Operations
Among the most noteworthy accounts to come out of the Falklands War was the
modification and deployment of a squadron of Royal Air Force Harrier GR.3 ground attack
aircraft for operations from HMS Hermes. Although the Sea Harrier FRS.1 was a derivative of
the RAF Harrier, the latter was initially unsuitable for carrier operations in the South Atlantic.
Throughout the development of the GR.3, its designers were told that this aircraft was never to
be used by the Royal Navy,409 thereby eliminating the requirement that it be “navalized” for
possible use from aircraft carriers. However, the limited number of available Sea Harriers, along
with the belief that attrition from air-to-air combat would further erode this already meagre
complement,410 necessitated the modification of Harrier GR.3s of No. 1 (Fighter) Squadron RAF
so they could properly assist the Task Force during Operation Corporate. As a result of this
requirement, a remarkable effort was undertaken by military and civilian aircraft engineers to
modify GR.3s within a very narrow time window. These modifications fell into two categories:
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those that specifically facilitated the operation of RAF Harriers from the deck of Hermes and
those directly related to combat. The end result of the various adaptations to the GR.3, during
April 1982, allowed the Task Force to employ air assets fully capable of assisting the conduct of
the land campaign.
Due to the rapidity of the United Kingdom’s military response to Argentina’s seizure of
the Falklands and South Georgia, and the sending of a naval Task Force to re-take the islands on
4 April, modifications to 1(F) Squadron’s aircraft also occurred in a similarly swift fashion. Just
a few days after RN, RFA, and STUFT vessels departed from the ports of Great Britain and
those around the Atlantic, bound for Ascension Island and then the TEZ, progress was well
underway towards getting the aircraft ready for the impending engagement. On 8 April, 1(F)
Squadron was delivered a warning order dictating that it prepare for combat operations in the
South Atlantic. 411 Less than a week later on 14 April 1982, 1(F)’s Engineering Wing in
Wittering was tasked with modifying the Harrier for carrier-borne operations.412 Some of the
required modifications, however, necessitated that supervision and assistance be supplied by the
Harrier’s manufacturer, BAe, and the organization responsible for testing the Harrier and its
alterations, the Royal Aircraft Establishment (RAE). Instead of immediately diving into work on
the Harriers, this team made a list of the required modifications between 14 and 16 April before
commencing work on the aircraft the following week.413 In the weeks that followed, BAe and
RAE engineers supervised the Engineering Wing as the “navalization” and combat alterations
were conducted.414 Herculean efforts by the civilian advisory team and the Engineering Wing at
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Wittering allowed for the modifications to be completed in less than four weeks,415 meaning that
the first ten GR.3s were ready to be sent to the South Atlantic by 2 May.416
“Navalization” of the RAF’s V/STOL contribution to Operation Corporate involved
numerous small, but critically important modifications that facilitated the operation of these
traditionally land-based aircraft from Hermes. Of the eighteen modifications applied to 1(F)
Squadron’s Harriers, only seven fell within the “navalization” category. 417 Some of these
changes to the airframe were fairly simple and did not involve great effort, but nevertheless were
critical to allow operations in this new and unforgiving environment. Owing to a decision made
during the GR.3’s development, nearly all of its components, with the exception of the wheel
hubs, were not coated in, or composed of, magnesium that would have been easily corroded by
salt water. 418 Despite such a beneficial design characteristic, the ocean’s acidity and its
degradation were still a concern. As a result of the constant spray of salt water onto aircraft
parked on Hermes’ flight deck, holes were drilled into specific locations of GR.3 airframes to
allow water to drain out and minimize possible corrosion.419 Due to the slippery nature of
Hermes’ flight deck, as well as the pitching and rolling motion that was common during heavy
seas, tie-down rings were attached to the Harriers’ outriggers to prevent them from sliding
overboard.420
Salt water and the ship’s movement were not the only obstacles to be overcome by the
Harrier’s “navalization” program. Even the Harrier’s nose wheel did not escape modification.
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Room to manoeuvre on the flight deck was severely limited because of Hermes’ small size and
the above average complement of Sea Harriers, Harriers, and helicopters. Therefore, alterations
were made to the nose wheel in order to better allow Harriers to navigate the confined deck
surface.421 However, adjustments were not made to the nose wheel’s structural integrity and this
caused limitations to be placed on Harrier deck operations throughout the campaign.422 Despite
the propulsion of the Sea Harrier and Harrier being nearly identical, alterations to the latter’s
thrust nozzles were also necessary. These changes primarily had to do with the nozzle control
system,423 but also involved the fitting of nozzle détentes to better assist the Harrier with ramp
take-offs.424 The Harrier, unlike the Sea Harrier, did not have an on board radar system capable
of assisting the aircraft in approaching and landing on a moving carrier in bad weather or low
visibility conditions. As a result of this, I-BAND transponders, which were in all RN Sea
Harriers and allowed them to be positively identified on radar as a blip for carrier-controlled
approaches (CCA), were installed in 1(F) Squadron’s Harriers.425 Having Harriers appear on
Hermes’ radar as a distinctive blip allowed controllers aboard the carrier to “walk” the aircraft in
for an approach and landing via radio. Not all attempts at “navalizing” the RAF’s Harriers
proved as successful as the modifications herein described.
Traditionally, GR.3 pilots operating from airfields or small airstrips obtained flight
instrument data such as navigation and weapon aiming information from their on-board Inertial
Navigation Alignment System (INAS) systems.
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acquire critical levelling and north-seeking information from the deck of a ship in motion.426
Therefore, INAS’ manufacturer, Ferranti, along with BAe, quickly developed a trolley-mounted
system that was intended to permit the alignment INAS from a pitching and rolling carrier
deck.427 Squadron Leader Jerry Pook, recalling his previous experience with Ferranti, did not
place much faith in what the manufacturer promised to deliver.428 Correctly so, the system,
called the Ferranti Inertial Rapid Alignment Equipment (FINRAE), performed poorly throughout
the entire conflict.

Although FINRAE did allow for a relatively accurate heading to be

determined and attitude information to be obtained, useable navigation and weapon aiming
information were not.429 Even when the system was thought to be functional, errors of three
degrees in heading appeared in the Head’s Up Display (HUD).430 Sometimes it was impossible
for INAS to receive any information at all from FINRAE,431 thereby risking the cancellation of
scheduled sorties. As a result, GR.3 pilots were forced to navigate via the tried and tested
methods of map, stopwatch, and visual contact.432 Fortunately, the training of RAF Harrier pilots
in this crucial requirement of air warfare allowed them to overcome FINRAE’s lacklustre
performance and undertake ground attack, close air support, and air interdiction sorties
throughout Operation Corporate.
Modifications that afforded RAF GR.3s the ability to operate from HMS Hermes were
but one half of the equation necessary for these aircraft to have an impact on the outcome of the
Falklands War. For offensive operations in the South Atlantic, numerous other adaptations were
required so that Harriers could better fulfil their role. Due to the fear of heavy Sea Harrier losses
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and the re-roling of 1(F) Squadron’s Harriers to air defence,433 alterations to the airframe were
made so that AIM-9L “Sidewinder” AAMs could be carried. BAe once again came to the rescue
and produced a simple modification kit by 21 April.434 This addition to the Harrier’s offensive
capabilities only took a week to install on the airframes435 and the first live firing took place over
1 and 2 May.436 However, the re-tasking of the Harriers back to the ground attack role while en
route to the South Atlantic meant their newfound Sidewinder capability was never utilized in
combat. Nevertheless, an added bonus resulting from the installation of these modification kits
was that RN two-inch rocket pods could now be fitted in place of the GR.3’s standard 68 mm
SNEB rocket pods.437 It was feared that the radiation emissions from the radar of Hermes and
other vessels of the Task Force might prompt irregular voltages in the SNEB pods and cause
rockets to be fired unintentionally.438 Near the culmination of the war, on 12 June, one Harrier of
1(F) Squadron was adapted to carry the American-made “Shrike” anti-radiation missile (ARM)
for use against Argentina radar installations on East Falkland.439 This development, however,
occurred late in the war and was not used.440
Among the numerous modifications made to the Harrier in the areas of “navalization”
and offensive operations, several additions to the airframe had to do with countermeasures.
These were equally important to the offensive capabilities of the Harrier as were the weapons it
carried for use against Argentine ground targets. However, despite the high risk from ground
fire associated with their ground attack role, GR.3s bound for the South Atlantic did not have a
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built in “active” countermeasures capability. Nevertheless, the participation of Harriers in the
Falklands War served as a catalyst for the rapid development of two modifications to better
protect these aircraft from Argentine anti-aircraft guns and missiles during their low-level
attacks. The most rudimentary of these add-ons was the placement of chaff bundles in the speed
brake wells and between the weapon pylons and ordinance in an effort to fool Argentine radardirected anti-aircraft guns and missile batteries.441 Chaff did prove on one occasion that it was an
important addition to the Harrier when one aircraft successfully broke the “lock” of an Argentine
Skyguard radar system attached to a 35 mm Oerlikon anti-aircraft gun.442 Eventually a purposebuilt infra-red flare and chaff dispenser, called ALE-40, was added to the four Harrier
reinforcements that arrived in early June.443
A purpose-built electronic countermeasure capability was also provided for the
reinforcement Harriers in the form of a radar jammer. Called “Blue Eric,” the system, which
was mounted in the GR.3’s starboard gun pod,444 took two weeks to get from the discussion
phase to production thanks to the efforts of Marconi Space and Defence Systems and the cooperation received from RAF electronic warfare experts.445 Regrettably, “Blue Eric” was not
used operationally during the Falklands War because, even though it was able to break “lock”
with Super Fledermaus radars during testing, it acted as a beacon for the “Skyguard” system.446
Both radars were used by Argentine air defence units on East Falkland and were attached to
lethal 35 mm Oerlikon anti-aircraft batteries. Being protected from only one radar-guided antiaircraft platform and acting as a homing beacon for the other was a risky proposition, especially
441
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since both Super Fledermaus and “Skyguard” could be towed and moved to different positions
each day. Therefore, it was no surprise that “Blue Eric” was not deployed operationally since it
would have given Harrier pilots a false sense of security.
It was an impressive feat by the RAF and several defence contractors to be able to
prepare the traditionally land-based Harrier GR.3s of No. 1 (Fighter) Squadron for operations
from the deck of HMS Hermes in the South Atlantic. Besides the training of 1(F) for this new
requirement,447 numerous modifications to the GR.3 airframe were necessary to both “navalize”
it and to provide it with more offensive and defensive capabilities. These adaptations, though
not always successful, still provided a vital ground-attack capability to the land forces. From
mid-May, when the amphibious landing at San Carlos took place (Operation Sutton), to
Argentina’s surrender on 14 June, the small number of 1(F) Harriers undertook 126 groundattack, close air support, air interdiction, and tactical reconnaissance sorties from Hermes and the
forward airstrip established at San Carlos on 5 June.448 Some of these sorties were critical to the
success of the land component of Operation Corporate, but had British military planners decided
not to modify a squadron of GR.3s and rely on the Task Force’s small number of Sea Harriers to
partake in both air defence and ground attack, the war might have taken a different course.

4.4.2 Sea Harrier and Harrier Maintenance: Force Multiplied
Modern military equipment such as infantry rifles, armoured fighting vehicles (AFVs),
and aircraft are valuable components of any state’s armed forces and their ability to carry out a
war. The effectiveness and impact of this equipment on the battlefield, however, is directly
dependent on the maintenance practices of support personnel and the serviceability of the
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weaponry and various platforms. Failure to achieve a satisfactory level of serviceability will
invariably decrease the availability of this military equipment, thereby reducing the overall
effectiveness of air, ground, or naval units in action. High performance jet aircraft of the 1970s
and early 1980s could not escape this critical requirement. Their complex engines, avionics,
electronics, and flight surfaces necessitated the establishment of a well-trained support apparatus.
Every hour airborne required a proportional amount of maintenance in order to keep them
operational. For example, USN F/A-18E Super Hornets require five to ten hours of maintenance
for every hour airborne and F-14 Tomcats, prior to their retirement, required an astonishing 50
hours.449 The Sea Harrier and Harrier, by comparison, likely had a ratio similar to that of a Super
Hornet.450 Royal Navy Sea Harrier FRS.1s and Royal Air Force Harrier GR.3s that operated
from the non-fleet aircraft carriers HMS’ Hermes and Invincible during the Falklands War,
despite being at a numerical disadvantage throughout the conflict, profited considerably from the
superior maintenance and serviceability of its aircraft compared with those of Argentina.451 RAF
Harriers, however, had several issues that prevented them from achieving the same level of
readiness as the RN’s Sea Harriers. Nevertheless, serviceability acted as an effective force
multiplier and helped the Task Force’s aircraft overcome their numerical deficiency and generate
thousands of combat sorties in support of Operation Corporate.
The tough and simplistic construction of the Sea Harrier, besides contributing to its
superior performance in air-to-air combat against Argentine aircraft,452 allowed the Task Force’s
small aircraft complement to check the numerical advantage held by Argentina in another area.
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Due to the demands associated with aircraft operating from carriers at sea and the generally
adverse conditions in which they operated, the Sea Harrier had to incorporate many features that
would allow it to sustain intense aerial operations during times of peace and war.

This

characteristic of the RN aircraft can be traced back to its initial development during the 1970s.
Among numerous performance and technical requirements, the Sea Harrier was also given a
specification necessitating that the aircraft be both easy to repair and maintain by RN ground
crews.453 As a result, the finalized airframe’s design permitted RN mechanics, and other support
personnel, to quickly and easily perform maintenance, or fix battle damage while in the confined
hangars of HMS’ Hermes and Invincible.454 Having an aircraft that was easy to both repair and
maintain was but one component of the overall support mechanism necessary to keep all of the
Task Force’s Sea Harriers serviceable and ready for sustained operations. If support personnel
were not satisfactorily trained to keep these complex aerial platforms in adequate shape, the
number of aircraft available drops and so would the overall sortie generation rate.
Whether or not an aircraft is designed specifically for ease of maintenance, there is still
the need for regular upkeep in order to guarantee the serviceability of airframes. Aircraft,
because of their complex engines, avionics, electronics, and flight surfaces, degrade over time if
they are not properly maintained. The small number of V/STOL aircraft available at the time of
the Falklands War necessitated that they be at a high state of readiness at all times. Thankfully,
the Task Force benefitted from a highly trained support force that was able to give each Sea
Harrier the attention they required throughout Operation Corporate. HMS Hermes alone carried
140 RN maintenance ratings that worked 85-hour weeks with a typical shift consisting of eight
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hours on and eight hours off.455 Official maintenance practices and procedures, however, were
occasionally not enough in the South Atlantic and some developments necessitated solutions that
were not found in manuals.
In addition to the expert maintenance practices of RN support crews, initiative also
contributed towards the high serviceability rate of the Sea Harriers during the campaign.
Although they were designed to operate in the harsh North Atlantic, moisture in the humid South
Atlantic was finding its way into the SHAR’s important electronics while the aircraft was on
deck. This seemingly small, yet potentially damaging issue was overcome when some support
personnel came up with ad hoc, yet very effective solutions on their own initiative. Moisture
infiltration into the Navigation Heading and Attitude Reference System (NAVHARS) control
panel in the Sea Harrier’s cockpit was resolved by covering the entire panel with cling film and
also wrapping a rubber tourniquet around the nose cone hinge where the aircraft’s radar was
located. 456

Besides moisture, wind also had a negative influence on the Sea Harrier’s

serviceability while on deck. To prevent wind from rotating the engine fan and wearing it down
further, an ingenious and simple solution was implemented and involved placing a broom handle
inside the fan.457
The end result of the Sea Harrier’s design was that it favoured easy maintenance that,
along with the skills of RN support crews, combined to give the Task Force a force multiplier in
the form of the high serviceability rate of its aircraft. Impressively, 95 per cent of the aircraft
were available at the beginning of each day while 99 per cent of all planned sorties were flown.458
As an individual example, 800 NAS aboard Hermes regularly had a minimum twelve of its
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fifteen Sea Harriers available each day between 18 May and 22 May,459 but this number jumped
to fourteen available aircraft after 23 May.460 At the end of the day, when an average of 45
sorties had already been flown, a minimum of ten aircraft remained serviceable of the fourteen
that had launched.461 801 NAS, aboard Invincible, was able to achieve in excess of a 99 per cent
availability rate for the 600 operational missions the squadron undertook between 1 May and 16
June.462 Overall, this high percentage of combat readiness was the equivalent of having an
additional eight-aircraft squadron at the disposal of the Task Force. 463 Comparatively, an
American-made derivative of the RAF’s Harrier GR.1, the AV-8A, while undergoing trials with
the United States Marine Corps (USMC) since the early 1970s, had a much lower serviceability
rate. On average, only 60.3 per cent of AV-8As were functional.464 Despite the similarity
between the American and British V/STOL airframes, the substantial difference in combat
readiness demonstrated the reliability of the FRS.1 and also how effective the RN support
personnel were in keeping the small number of Sea Harriers at such a high state of readiness.
Overall, the reliability of the Sea Harrier platform, along with the RN’s expertly trained
crews, accomplished some impressive feats that proved to be a direct benefit in the prosecution
of the Task Force’s maritime expeditionary operation. The sortie generation rate attained by the
Fleet Air Arm’s Sea Harriers surpassed that of the Fuerza Aérea Argentina by a large margin.
2,197 Sea Harrier sorties were conducted between 5 April and the end of June, including 1,335
being flown between 1 May and 16 June. 465 Of this total, 737 originated from Hermes and 598
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from Invincible.466 Between 21 and 25 May, when the amphibious landing at San Carlos was at
its most vulnerable to Argentine air attack, Sea Harriers and Harriers from both aircraft carriers
conducted more than 300 sorties, whereas the Argentines during the same period were only able
to launch 180 from the mainland.467 Throughout the entire conflict, the FAA could only initiate a
total of 445 sorties, with only 302 of these actually reaching their objectives. 468 This
disappointing rate of sortie generation, despite numerical superiority, effectively hindered
Argentina’s conduct of its air war and handed the Task Force an advantage it so desperately
needed.
RAF Harrier GR.3s., despite being nearly identical in design to the RN’s Sea Harrier
FRS.1, were unable to reach the same level of readiness as the Fleet Air Arm’s aircraft.
Although the RAF’s V/STOL contribution to the Falklands War was heavily modified469 so that
it could satisfactorily operate from the RN’s two aircraft carriers, there were a number of issues
that prevented it from being as effective. Firstly, it was the intent of British military planners to
re-task GR.3s from their traditional ground attack role to an air-to-air role since Sea Harrier
losses were predicted to be high.470 As a result of this decision, Harriers of 1(F) Squadron were
provided only a small contingent of mechanics to maintain equipment unique to the GR.3
because of the belief that RN mechanics would look after the remainder of maintenance tasks.471
Compared with the 140 RN technicians, mechanics, and other service personnel tasked with
maintaining the Sea Harriers of 800 NAS on Hermes alone, only eighteen RAF ground crew
were sent to support an initial complement of six GR.3s situated on the same carrier.472 As the
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air campaign progressed and Sea Harrier losses were much lower than anticipated, 1(F)
Squadron, while en route to the South Atlantic, was re-tasked yet again. Its role was switched
back to the traditional and more dangerous ground-attack, but now the squadron was destined to
be critically short of personnel and this was only alleviated through the loss of 50 per cent of the
GR.3s.473 Another contingent of twenty RAF personnel were to have joined with the already
present force of eighteen on Hermes, but only four weapons tradesmen managed to arrive on 11
June.474 Besides a chronic shortage of support personnel, ground attack Harriers of the Task
Force also suffered from several technical faults that decreased their serviceability throughout
the conflict.
Despite the incredible efforts of the RAF and RN to modify the GR.3s for carrier-borne
operations, the airframes did not always perform as desired. 1(F) Squadron Leader Jerry Pook
classified the Harrier as “not the most serviceable aircraft at the best of times.”475 Recognition of
the poor serviceability of the GR.3 was demonstrated during the transit of six aircraft from the
U.K. to Ascension Island on 1 May. Five aircraft were launched, when only three were expected
to make the trip, because there was a belief that one or more of the three might have to abort
early on because of technical problems.476 Eventually six Harriers were loaded aboard Atlantic
Conveyor upon reaching Ascension Island and further prepared for operations in the South
Atlantic during the transit to the TEZ. Upon reaching the Carrier Battle Group, however, the
incorrigible Harriers once again proved they were to be a handful. Of the six GR.3s taken to
south, only four were serviceable enough to transfer from Atlantic Conveyor to Hermes on 17
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May.477 Despite efforts to adequately prepare the typically land-based aircraft of 1(F) Squadron
for combat missions in the South Atlantic, the lack of support personnel and temperamental
nature of the GR.3 conspired to make serviceability an issue that was not resolved for the
duration of hostilities.
As a result of the shortcomings in maintenance personnel and the Harrier airframes, pilots
throughout May and June were forced to fly their aircraft in various states of damage and
disrepair. It was not uncommon for these aircraft to be flown with unserviceable booster pumps
that caused fuel asymmetry issues, hydraulic systems that lost pressure when the landing gear
was raised, and battle damage repairs (BDRs) consisting of metal patches or judicious amounts
of silver speed tape.478 Windscreens damaged by small arms fire were given rudimentary repairs
on several occasions during the war. For example, a metal plate was used to fix a windscreen,
but this repair obscured 30 per cent of the pilot’s visibility and cracks were sometimes left
unrepaired even though altitudes of 37,000 feet would be reached on a specific sortie.479 Failure
of the Harrier’s Identification Friend or Foe (IFF) module after launch caused several sorties to
be scrapped between mid-May and the end of hostilities.480 In peacetime, these types of faults
would cause the aircraft to be grounded indefinitely, but during the Falklands War, circumstance
dictated that they be flown anyways. Among numerous BDRs meant to keep these aircraft
airworthy, RAF and RN ground crews undertook substantial preventative maintenance and used
demineralised water spray to prevent engine corrosion because of the magnesium content of
Harrier engines.481
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Determining an accurate serviceability rate of 1(F) Squadron’s Harriers during the second
half of May was difficult. The squadron’s Operations Record Book made no mention of Harrier
availability prior to the arrival of a pair of reinforcement GR.3s from Ascension on 1 June and an
additional pair on 8 June.482 Following the arrival of these reinforcements, the squadron was only
then able to achieve an availability rate of four out of six GR.3s typically serviceable each day in
June,483 or 66 per cent. This likely had to do with how often the GR.3s underwent repairs due to
their chronic serviceability issues as well as the damage inflicted from dangerous low-level
attacks that were part of their role. Since these aircraft were regularly undergoing repairs of
varying degrees, it seems possible the pilots and ground crews had no idea how many Harriers
would be available on a daily basis. By the end of May, following eleven days of sustained
combat operations, the squadron lost or experienced severe damage to five of its six aircraft.484
Of the three remaining aircraft on Hermes, two had suffered substantial damage from ground
fire.485 Based on these statistics, it seems plausible that aircraft availability prior to June was
substantially lower than the 66 per cent attained following the arrival of reinforcements on 1 and
8 June. Compared with the availability of RN Sea Harriers, this figure was a disappointment
given the importance of air power in supporting a land operation. Criticism of this statistic must
be balanced against the fact that GR.3s were not designed to operate from aircraft carriers, nor
were their pilots specifically trained for such operations, and hasty modifications were made to
allow this to take place. With this in mind, it was quite remarkable that a token force of ground
attack Harriers, with a small support force and a temperamental airframe, was able to be such a
crucial component of Operation Corporate.
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Overall, of the ten Harrier GR.3s that were involved in combat, three were lost to enemy
fire, one was lost to mechanical failure, and the remaining six received various levels of damage
from small-arms fire.486 Despite the numerous issues relating to the serviceability of the Harrier,
a total of 126 operational sorties, excluding trips between San Carlos FOB and Hermes as well as
sorties aborted because of weather and poor serviceability, were flown.487 Although this sortie
rate was much smaller than what 800 and 801 NAS were able to achieve, some of the ground
attack, close air support, and air interdiction combat missions undertaken by 1(F) Squadron
proved enormously critical and beneficial to the conduct of Operation Corporate’s land phase
between the latter half of May and the surrender of Argentine Forces on 14 June.
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CHAPTER V. CONCLUSION
5.1 Conclusion
When British troops entered Port Stanley on 14 June, with the Argentine forces on the
Falkland Islands surrendering that same day, the United Kingdom’s victory was the culmination
of a unified effort by its land, sea, and air forces. This impressive victory in the South Atlantic
would have been impossible without the direct contribution of the Task Force’s sea-based air
power consisting of a small number of Royal Navy Sea Harriers and Royal Air Force Harriers.
Although they were unable to achieve air supremacy or superiority on any kind of permanent
basis during the 45-day air campaign, these aircraft were nevertheless vital in determining how
this war would conclude. In total, Argentina lost in excess of 100 aircraft between 1 May and 14
June.488 Of this figure, Sea Harriers and Harriers were responsible for the destruction of 32
aircraft in the air or on the ground.489 Overall, a third of Argentina’s air losses during the war
were the result of action by naval aviation. These successes, however, did not come without cost
to the British air effort. Of the 28 Sea Harriers and ten RAF Harriers that actively participated in
the conflict, six Sea Harriers and four Harriers were lost.490 For the former, only two of these
losses were a result of enemy action, but remarkably, no Sea Harriers were shot down during airto-air combat.491 Three of the four GR.3 losses, on the other hand, were the result of enemy
small arms, anti-aircraft, and missile fire.492 Nevertheless, the Task Force’s sea-based air power,
despite several limitations, effectively contributed to Operation Corporate in several ways.
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Geographically, the U.K. was at a severe disadvantage as they responded militarily to the
seizure of the Falkland Islands and South Georgia. Nearly 8,000 miles separated the British Isles
from their island possessions in the South Atlantic. Conversely, Argentina was situated just 400
miles west of the Falklands.

However, the British military effort profited from a pair of

geographic factors that permitted Operation Corporate’s sea-based air power to effectively
support the maritime expeditionary operation. One factor was Ascension Island, another British
territorial possession in the South Atlantic, which served as a convenient forward operating base
for the Task Force. From Ascension, matériel that was hastily stored in the U.K. was re-stowed,
then vertical replenishment by helicopter was undertaken, and operational sustainment of the
Task Force and its aircraft within the TEZ was provided. The RN’s two aircraft carriers also
helped to mitigate the geographic disadvantage by serving as “equalizers” for the Sea Harriers
and Harriers. Logistically, the British sea-based air effort counted on assistance from several
different realms. Replenishment at sea gave the Task Force an ability to be re-supplied with
critical fuel and matériel preventing the air campaign from grinding to a halt.

Air-to-air

refuelling permitted the reinforcement of the Task Force’s Sea Harriers and Harriers alongside
the airdropping of critical items. Finally, American logistical support in the form of aviation fuel
and the “Sidewinder” missiles delivered to Ascension Island proved crucial for the participation
and success of the Sea Harriers and Harriers.
Air doctrine also had a role to play in contributing to the effectiveness of Sea Harriers
and Harriers in Operation Corporate. Initially, the Sea Harrier’s doctrine proved ill suited to the
type of aerial engagement that was to be fought in the South Atlantic. Instead of facing the
Soviet “shadower” in a maritime setting, these aircraft were tasked with countering the highperformance jet aircraft of the Argentine Air Force and naval air arm. Fortunately, Sea Harrier
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doctrine was adapted for the circumstances and resulted in these aircraft being part of a defence
in depth arrangement that took into account the absence of airborne early warning.

This

development facilitated the shooting down of several Argentine aircraft during the action, but did
not assure of full protection for ships of the Task Force. RAF Harrier doctrine, however, was
better matched with the type of sorties they would be flying against Argentine ground positions.
The training of Sea Harrier and Harrier pilots better supported the doctrines they were tasked
with employing in the Falklands. Foresight on the account of some Sea Harrier pilots directly
contributed to their performance in aerial engagements with Argentine aircraft between 1 May
and 14 June. The highly professional GR.3 pilots also profited from an effective training
regimen established within the NATO framework. The interoperable characteristic of Operation
Corporate’s maritime expeditionary operation was also manifested by U.K.’s sea-based air
power. For Sea Harriers, co-operation with the RN had been well established prior to the
outbreak of hostilities. The RAF’s Harriers, despite being the victim of substantial friction while
operating with the RN, were able to overcome these issues and play an important role in
supporting the land campaign at Mount Kent and Goose Green.
The Task Force’s air campaign was also aided by two key items of military technology
that paid dividends in air-to-air combat with Argentina. The V/STOL Sea Harrier FRS.1 had not
been tested in combat, though it had proved itself a capable airframe when involved in peacetime
exercises and mock dogfights against highly advanced and manoeuvrable American air force and
naval aircraft. In spite of this lack of combat experience, the Sea Harrier’s manoeuvrability, size,
and all-weather capability were substantial advantages that its pilots put to good use in the harsh
environment of the South Atlantic. The addition of the American-made AIM-9L “Sidewinder”
missile to the Sea Harrier’s offensive armament proved a critical development for the aerial
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engagement. The “Lima” variant offered a substantial leap forward in missile technology and
allowed for the art of dogfighting to be a much simpler endeavour for Fleet Air Arm pilots. The
Americans supplied these missiles in large quantities to the British and with their superb
reliability Sidewinders achieved a very high success rate in the conflict. One of the major
deficiencies of the air campaign resided with the Task Force’s access to aerial intelligence.
Because the two carriers did not embark AEW platforms or dedicated long-range reconnaissance
aircraft, the British air effort was in effect blind as to composition of the enemy and when air
attacks were incoming. Fortunately for the British, Chile, because of long-standing tensions with
Argentina, came to the rescue and contributed its own facilities for use by the British as a way of
filling the gap left by the absence of AEW.

Covert Chilean support, in the form of

reconnaissance flights and the likely Special Forces observation operations outside Argentine
airfields originating in Chile, also added to the success of the air campaign.

Satellite

intelligence, despite being provided in large quantities to the British by the United States, did not
have much of an impact on the campaign since weather in the South Atlantic precluded effective
involvement.
Adaptability was another factor that the British championed and certainly contributed to
the success of Operation Corporate. Besides the RN’s Sea Harrier, which was already proficient
at operating from aircraft carriers at sea, the Task Force called upon the traditionally land-based
Harrier GR.3s of No. 1 (Fighter) Squadron to operate from HMS Hermes until a forward air strip
could be established on East Falkland. To allow these aircraft to operate from the deck of an
aircraft carrier, several modifications were required to “navalize” them. As a result of this
marathon campaign of modification, the Harriers were able to partake in the Falklands War from
mid-May onwards. This incredible example of adaptability greatly aided the prosecution of
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Operation Corporate since Sea Harriers were not specifically trained for ground attack. The
strike at the Argentine helicopter park on 21 May severely hindered Argentine air mobility on
East Falkland and the close air support provided to 2PARA at Goose Green on 28 May helped to
turn the tide of that land battle. Serviceability became a key advantage that helped to decrease
the numerical advantage in aircraft held by Argentina at the outset of the war. Well-established
maintenance practices for Sea Harriers meant that they had an incredibly high availability rate
for each day of the conflict. Superb serviceability meant that the sortie generation rate was
extraordinary for the small number of aircraft and equated to the Task Force having an additional
squadron of Sea Harriers.

RAF Harriers, however, did not achieve the same level of

serviceability as the Sea Harriers. They were critically short of maintenance personnel, but
rudimentary and ad-hoc repairs were undertaken to keep these aircraft airworthy and capable of
fulfilling the tasks they were designated with executing. It was an exceptional effort to prepare
1(F) Squadron’s Harriers for action in the South Atlantic and even though maintenance practices
suffered, they were sufficient enough to ensure their participation on a regular basis.
Commentators after the war, particularly those from within the American military
establishment, were quick to point out how an aircraft carrier of the United States Navy would
have performed much better than HMS Hermes and HMS Invincible combined.493 There is no
doubt that just one of these nuclear-powered USN aircraft carriers with its airborne early warning
and large number of heavily-armed, air superiority F-14 Tomcats would have achieved complete
and total command of the skies over the Falklands. The fact that it was not a Nimitz-class
aircraft carrier with its eighty-plus high-performance F-14s is all the more reason to assess the
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South Atlantic Campaign and determine why the limited naval aviation capability of the Royal
Navy’s Task Force contributed so significantly to a victory. From the lowly logistician loading a
transport plane with vital supplies destined for aircraft on the frontline, to the mechanic tasked
with making sure his squadron’s planes are combat-ready, and the pilot who must perform his
mission, there were many factors at play that influenced the outcome of a war. There are never
just one or two reasons for explaining why a military or one of its branches succeeded or failed
in a conflict. It was the intention of this thesis to showcase the multitude of factors that
facilitated the Task Force’s Sea Harriers and Harriers to be able to so effectively contribute
towards the successful conclusion of Operation Corporate. As historian Lawrence Freedman
stated, “[w]ithout naval air power, the campaign would have been unthinkable.”494
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